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Dear Dr Mangcwatywa and Mr. Pitsoane 

 

PROPOSED AMALGAMATION BETWEEN SIZWE MEDICAL FUND AND HOSMED MEDICAL AID SCHEME WITH 

EFFECTIVE FROM 1ST AUGUST 2020 

 

I refer to the exposition document signed 17th April 2020 in respect of the above-mentioned transaction. 
 
Notice is hereby given in terms of section 63(4) of the Medical Schemes Act, that the exposition document and the supporting 
documents pertaining to the proposed merger can now be made available for public inspection, for a period of 21 calendar days 
starting 27th May ending 25th June 2020, at the Registrar’s office and at the physical and the websites of both schemes and that 
of the Council for Medical Schemes. Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, prior arrangements to view the exposition document must 
be made with the respective offices and the social distancing guidelines must always be observed. 
 
The documents must remain open for written comments and/or objections in terms of section 63(5) from 26th June 2020 ending 
24th July 2020. Any written objection(s) received must be responded to by the respective scheme and copies of all such 
correspondence must be send to my office. 
 
You are also directed to publish the proposed transaction in the government Gazette and in two newspapers with national 
circulation as per the dates indicated above. Kindly furnish me with copies of the relevant newspaper notices/adverts. You are 
further required to provide me with a clearance certificate from the Competition Commission pertaining to this transaction. 
 

Yours sincerely  
 

 

DR. S KABANE 

CHIEF EXECUTIVE & REGISTRAR 

COUNCIL FOR MEDICAL SCHEMES  
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Purpose of this document 

The purpose of this document is to provide an exposition of the proposed amalgamation of Sizwe 
Medical Fund ('Sizwe') and Hosmed Medical Aid Scheme {'Hosmed') as required in t erms of 
Section 63 of the Medical Schemes Act 131 of 1998, as amended ("the Act"). 

Subject to regulatory approvals in terms of the Act and any other legislation, the proposed 
effective date of amalgamation shall be 1 August 2020, or the date on which all regulatory 
approvals for this amalgamation have been obtained, whichever is the later. 

1.2 Amalgamation overview 

The South African healthcare industry have, in a few short years, faced major, industry changing 
events, namely: 

• A review of the Prescribed Minimum Benefits package, 
• The drive toward implementing National Health Insurance, 
• The demarcation between medical aids and medical insurance products and 
• The Competition Commission's inquiry into the high cost of private healthcare 
• Expected high claims impact due to the Covid-19 pandemic (position pending). 

Events, like those mentioned above, create enormous unrest amongst providers and members 
alike and it falls at the hands of the medical scheme to respond to this tumultuous, unpredictable 
environment by continually adapting and reviewing its long-term strategy to keep the scheme 
financially sustainable whilst providing members with the best possible medical cover. 

It is expected that the trend of scheme consolidation will continue, with the number of medical 
schemes reducing significantly over the next few years. Consolidation is a regulatory objective, 
whereby the number of schemes and number of options face pressure to reduce in numbers. By 
means of amalgamation, schemes are better enabled to respond to the challenges faced in the 
healthcare industry, protecting the longer-term interests of its member by consolidating risk pools 
and assets, as well as improving the product suite. 

An amalgamation between Hosmed and Sizwe, with Hosmed merging into Sizwe, is mutually 
beneficial to both Schemes, where the combined balance sheet and increased membership size 
can unlock efficiencies and economies of scale to the benefit of all members. These improved 
metrics are important for the market and brokers, as the Schemes aim to achieve their key 
objectives of membership growth and retention. 

Sizwe and Hosmed's principal membership is approximately 46,900 and 21,000 respectively. A 
combined Sizwe-Hosmed would be the 8th largest open medical scheme in South Africa based on 
its size. The amalgamated entity would have the 4th highest solvency of the top 10 largest 
schemes, comparing our projected 2020 level to the other schemes' 2018 figures published in t he 
Council for Medical Schemes Annual Report (2018/2019). 

Hosmed and Sizwe members will benefit through a reduction in non-healthcare expenses on a 
pbpm level - attributed to reduced operational scheme expenses and a blended administration 
fee. 

~ -~W 
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Should a merger not be pursued, the two Schemes combined are projected to report a net deficit 
of approximately R83 million in 2020. 

As part of the amalgamation plan, Sizwe's Copper Core will collapse into Hosmed's Essential 
option. This option merger results in a healthy turnaround in the combined financial position, and 
when considering reduced non-healthcare expenses and additional investment income, the net 
deficit position of the amalgamated Scheme is reduced to R42 million (from the R83 million 
projected). 

In order to assess the viability and attractiveness of the proposed amalgamation, the impact on 
members as well as the financial sustainability of the Amalgamated Scheme was considered. The 
following factors were taken into consideration when determining the feasibility of the proposed 
amalgamation: 

• The current option structures of both schemes blend well, creating a differentiated product 
suite that does not impact members, and creates tiered levels of cover across multiple price 
points. 

• Members will have a greater variety of options to choose from in the Amalgamated Scheme 

• The above point can assist in membership retention and growth 
• The Amalgamated Scheme will have a projected solvency level which is significantly higher 

than the regulatory requirement of 25.0% 
• The Amalgamated Scheme is expected to have reduced scheme expenses per member 

which will assist in reducing the financial deficit position in 2020 
• Sizwe will remain the 8th largest open scheme in the industry, with a larger and more stable 

risk pool to reduce volatility and reduce its net deficit position 
• Economies of scale and bargaining power will support the medium to long-term strategy of 

the Amalgamated Scheme. 

Based on the above, an amalgamation of Hosmed into Sizwe is feasible. 

1.3 Initial impact assessment 

An amalgamation impact assessment was performed by Matlotlo Group (Pty) Ltd, as the 
appointed healthcare actuarial consultants to both Sizwe and Hosmed. 

The assessment confirmed that the amalgamation will be in the best interest of the members of 
both Schemes. As a result, Matlotlo Group has recommended to the Board of Trustees of both 
Sizwe and Hosmed that the amalgamation should be pursued. 

The Board of Trustees of both Schemes have agreed that an amalgamation between the two 
Schemes will be beneficial for its respective members and is critical in ensuring the medium to 
long-term financial sustainability of the Schemes. 

1.4 Data used 

2 

The information and data used in this Exposition was provided by the Hosmed and Sizwe Executive 
offices, their administrators, and their appointed Actuary. 
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More specifically, the information included: 

• Line levels claims information for the period 1 January 2019 to date 
• Membership files for period 1 January 2019 to date 
• 2019 draft Annual Financial Statements 

• Benefit brochures, Scheme Rules and other marketing material 

• 2020 budgets as submitted to the CMS 
• Publicly available information related to competitors and industry statistics. 

With regards to the 2020 budgets, we have undertaken reasonability checks and are satisfied that 
the information supplied to us is sufficiently accurate for the purposes of this report. We have not 
independently verified the budgets, or any of the information provided to us. 

1.5 Independent review of amalgamation impact 

Matlotlo Group is the appointed actuarial services provider to both Hosmed and Sizwe. They have 
advised both Schemes on the considerations for the amalgamation that will be in the best interest of 
members and the amalgamated scheme. Both Trustees of Hosmed and Sizwe have accepted these 
recommendations. 3ONE was appointed to perform an independent actuarial review and has 
confirmed that the amalgamation is structured to be in the best interest of the members of both 
Schemes. 

This amalgamation document has been prepared for the Schemes by the Appointed Independent 
Facilitator with the assistance of the appointed independent actuary. 

1.6 Signatories 

3 

This exposition document outlines key factors considered when determining if an amalgamation 
between Hosmed into Sizwe would be in the best interest of the members. The Boards ofTrustees 
hereby request that the Registrar of Medical Schemes accept this exposition document and 
approve the amalgamation of the two Schemes on the basis set out in this document, with an 
effective date of 1 August 2020. 

For Sizwe Medical Fund 

Signed at: Rosf. bC\..~J<-.-

ck=fii\ f' ~o 't)dC'a~'u)1> 

Chairman 

For Hosmed Medical Aid Scheme 

Tru~ 
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2 Current scheme information 

2.1 Scheme background 

4 

Sizwe Medical Fund was registered on 17 March 1978 and is administered by 3Sixty 
Health (Pty) Ltd (3Sixty Health). 3Sixty Health also provides managed care services to the Scheme. 
Sizwe offers five main benefit options, as well as two efficiency discounted (ED) options for the 
2020 benefit year. 

Hosmed Medical Aid Scheme is an open medical scheme formally registered on 1 September 1988 
and is currently administered by Medscheme Holdings (Pty) Ltd. Hosmed currently offers five 
main benefit options and one ED option (added in 2020). 

The table below provides registration information for both Schemes. 

Registration number 1486 

Registration date 1978/03/17 

Principal Officer Dr Simon Mangcwatywa 

Physical Address Fourth floor 

One Sturdee Building 

1 Sturdee Avenue 

Rosebank 

2107 

Postal Address Sizwe Medical Fund 

PO Box 62345 

Marshalltown 

2107 

April 2020 

1537 

1988/09/01 

Mr Malema Pitsoane (Acting) 

3 Victoria Link 

Route 21 Corporate Park 

Irene 

0178 

Hosmed Medical Aid Scheme 

PO Box 16148 

Doornfontein 

2028 

Exposition Docume I 
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2.2 Third party providers 

2.3 

5 

The following table provides information regarding the third-party providers to the respective 

Schemes. 

Administrator 3Sixty Health (Pty) Ltd1 Medscheme Holdings (Pty) Ltd1 

3Sixty Health (Pty) Ltd1: • Preferred Provider Negotiators 

• Hospital pre-authorisation and case (Pty) Ltd 

Managed Care management • Dental Risk Company 

Provider • Pharmacy benefit management • Private Health Administrators 

• Disease risk management • ER 24 EMS (Pty) Ltd 
• Medscheme Holdings (Pty) Ltd 

• Ngubane & Co Inc (External) • Deloitte & Touche (External) 

Auditors • SkX (Pty) Ltd and S Xulu (Pty) Ltd • BDO PS Advisory Limited (Internal) 

(Internal Auditors) 

Actuarial Services Matlotlo Group (Pty) Ltd Matlotlo Group (Pty) Ltd 

Investment Independent Actuarial Consultants (Pty) RisCura Solutions (Pty) ltd 
Consultants Ltd 

Risk Transfer • Enablemed (Pty) Ltd Preferred Provider Negotiators 

Arrangements • lnteliHealth (Pty) Ltd (Pty) Ltd (Optometry) 

Other third-party None None 
service providers 

Reserves 

The table below provides information of the projected total reserves as at 31 December 2019. 

Accumulated funds R898,729,695 R456,429,807 

Solvency ratio 36.7% 33.3¾ 

Membership 46,935 21,022 

Reserves per member R19,148 R21,712 

Both Hosmed and Sizwe report 2019 year-end solvency levels are well above the legislative 

requirement. 

1 Organograms can be found in Appendix A and B. 

April 2020 Exposition Document: 
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2.4 Demographic information 

6 

Sizwe and Hosmed are both open schemes providing cover to private individuals or families, as 
well as employer groups across South Africa. 

The following sub-sections provide demographic information by option for both Schemes. The 
membership information for both Schemes is effective December 2019. The surplus/deficit 
position indicated is for the full year 2019. 

2.4.1 Sizwe demographic statistics 

The table below provides a membership summary for Sizwe by benefit option. 

1~~:1::-;, ?. -::-... ·'.&; ;~..;-:;:-i'. ~~- -.-:/ :~;:;-· .s ;'/e/ .. ., :I,~~·',:",•!~ ~,."l t'. \.:i:·;--~:-~-.-'-i f>i;' :-¾::f)\'; \~...,~- '~:r1-:.,:' /~t1:.{;-tt,:~ --~,?~:•.:··Net'::} ~ 
f B~~~; ; t .~ N~~b·e~ ~f . N-u~b·ef~:i: .-\ ~;;;ily'·;_: /AY.~r~-~~ ::: \ ~~-A~~r-~~~'5; '-~;isidhe'r'.'· ; 'surpiu/ ( ; 
!:_,._. •,·:·' ,, ., .,. · • .• .. •'· . · •. :.,,,_.··.member , benef1c1ary--·.;;~:• , • .. :,•~ .• . . ·,t, 
i,.,optlon ,. , .. • members)',~ benef1c1anes ,' ~ size~;"'·· · · . .- .·; , _. ; "-~ ,,,,. ,. r., . .: ·:;;,~ ratio ·.;' - - · (Def1c1t) ~li.' 
..:~. ·· ,.~-; :--~ .- : •.<-.. . ~-'l"-... ,!::;,..~~t -::;,;.... :.---: .: .y..._ ·:·~- :>,:-: ag~ , .... · ·•· _ '\ age ""·;· :.--:· .. ~ -:.·. _ ... _ :· ... · .. / "'~i-.. .... .,.:; 

:,b,.!i,~ ... -.;:.~: r~ -.. .-."S~i.t .. i "ii·:r. ;1,£:~1it:c} ~-~'I'.~ ~ii,d~.ir"~ ~~~~~"' r1- -;•''•-?~,;:.~~ ~·lR oooi~ 
Titanium 

3,637 6,954 1.9 64.4 48.4 30.2% (21,583) 
Executive 

Platinum 
15,756 36,003 2.3 50.7 34.0 10.2% (49,902) 

Enhanced 

Gold 
21,433 54,265 2.5 45.9 30.2 4.5% (31,623) 

Ascend 

Silver 
251 489 1.9 46.4 38.9 14.0% (3,015) 

Saver 

Copper 
5,858 13,654 2.3 45.0 29.2 4.6% (94,383) 

Core 

Scheme 46,935 111,365 2.4 48.8 32.1 7.7% (200,506) 

2.4.2 Hosmed demographic statistics 

The table below provides a membership summary by option for the Hosmed benefit options. 

t•·•'t' ,···-.:,·n1••· ,, .. ,.,,.., ~•·--~.,Th·'·•·~··i . ,;•","•·""'.1~ vc~•~~'°~~ . ''"£""",J<:.;.,;.,!• ~~ _,,.,·t,•~~ 
~~.? • •,;:t·~~ ·' ~ • ~'/4·-:/;\.-\v,< .~~~•"(/~2" •• /JJ i-:. ~t,;.._;".f,;.,~~ "~-AVerai e r:•r ¥AVerage ,.~ t!i.3·.; .-r~ ~·¾ .. ,('" :-t surplus /J ~ 

\'I f . ' . . b f . ,, b • ·'f .,., .. , " ·1 ,.. ,~ . . ' ' P •.. ., 'J\: ,~·-Bene 1t :(.: Num ero ; •Num er,o ··,,. Fam1y;,;,:~•-~-~-----~ b-, · !·;; ·-••sf ..,.,.:,~., enstoner •, ~~ (Def 't)~• 
,-..,~"-i, . r:I. .·. ,,,~ .... '-::•"~,-t.:,-:..:b.,•-·.,. ·• •-:::: -.; ,_'·-: -.,""-f\ ""•-•-,..~: .. :~ mem er ,,~ ene1c1ary ;•~--~ .... ~.. . ICI ™ 
~ t1on •· ,, · members ;. benef1c1anes - . -<t,stze •:' ~-·· 1-r,,, .• -.· "''"•·"··• '-\s;,, rat10 .,5 

• • • ... ~•" ,-~ 
,,~f~.i,l~ xC -~,"' •·· ~ ! e .. ~'i: ,.- age;;~ ~:..-r.\;.;;.1., :.:~-;; ~:;, l!!_(.99,q 

Plus 3,616 8,640 2.4 55.2 40.3 8.2% (17,220) 

Value 14,834 40,807 2.8 49.7 33.1 4.3% (13,728) 

Access 663 1,518 2.3 48.2 33.2 6.7% (397) 

Essential 1,909 3,537 1.9 49.7 37.8 11.5% (485) 

Scheme 21,022 54,502 2.6 50.6 34.5 6.5% (31,830) 

The Schemes are very similar with regards to their demographic profile, specifically average age 
and pensioner ratio. Similar membership demographics simplifies an amalgamation in that no 
scheme has a poor risk profile that requires intervention upon amalgamation. 
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3 The Amalgamated Scheme 

7 

The Board of Trustees of both Schemes have agreed to an amalgamation between Hosmed and 
Sizwe, effective on 1 August 2020. The Amalgamated Scheme will be called Sizwe-Hosmed. 

All current Sizwe and Hosmed options, except for Copper Core, will be retained for the remainder 
of 2020. The continuation of most options ensures that members are not affected by a 
compulsory intra-year benefit option change which would impact their contribution and available 
benefits. Specifically, the traditional risk pooled benefits offered by both schemes makes a mid
year change risky due to the potential run on benefits. The rationale for the Copper Core collapse 
into Essential is driven by the urgent need to correct this lose making option. Fortunately, the 
primary care capitated benefit design of Copper Core does not introduce material risk of a run-on 

benefits. 

The annual benefit design and contribution pricing exercise for the 2021 benefit year will focus 
on integrating the various benefit options and ensuring harmonisation of the overall product 
suite. This product development process is scheduled to commence as early as May 2020, with 
careful consideration given to membership impact and the financial sustainability of Sizwe

Hosmed. 

April 2020 ---- Exposition Document: ./' n _..........-( t- Sizwe & Hosmed '-?' I 
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3.1 Operational information 

The table below provides operational information of Sizwe-Hosmed. 

Registration number 

Registration date 

Principal Officer 

Physical Address 

Postal Address 

Administrator 

Managed Care Providers 

Auditors 

Actuarial services 

Investment Consultants 

Risk transfer arrangements 

Third party service providers to the 

Scheme 

3.2 Demographic information 

1486 

1978/03/17 

Dr Simon Mangcwatywa 

Fourth floor 

One Sturdee Building 

1 Sturdee Avenue 

Rosebank 

2107 

Sizwe Medical Fund 

PO Box 62345 

Marshalltown 

2107 

3Slxty Health (Pty) Ltd 

3Sixty Health (Ply) Ltd : 

• Hospital pre-authorisation and case management 

• Pharmacy benefit management 

• Disease ri sk management 

• Ngubane & Co Inc (External) 

• SkX (Pty) Ltd and S Xulu (Pty) Ltd (internal Auditors) 

Matlotlo Group (Pty) Ltd 

Independent Actuarial Consultants (Pty) ltd 

• Enablemed (Pty) Ltd 

• lnteliHealth (Pty) Ltd 

• Denis (PPN) 

• PPN (Optometry) 

• HealthiChoices (Maternity) 

• EuroAssistance (Emergency and Ambulance Services 

None 

The table below shows the latest February 2020 membership file for both Schemes, as well as that 
of Sizwe-Hosmed based on the two Schemes' combined membership. 

Number of members 47,527 21,367 68,894 

Number of beneficiaries 112,926 55,130 168,056 

Family size 2.4 2.6 2.4 

Average m ember age 47.9 49.9 48.5 

Average beneficiary age 32.6 34.0 33.0 

Pensioner ratio 8.0% 6.2% 7.4% 

Hosmed's beneficiaries are on average 1.4 years older than that of Sizwe. This results in an 
increase in Sizwe's average age post-amalgamation of 0.4 years. 

-----------~ (\ 
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3,.3 Scheme rules 

All Slzwe and Hosmed benefit options, except for Copper Core, will be retained for the remainder 
of the 2020 benefit year to limit member Impact. The current benefit scheme rules on either 
Scheme wll still apply to the respective members on each Scheme option.The administrator of 
Sizwe-Hosmed, will Integrate the Hosmed and Sizwe benefit options Into Its system to operate 
separately until the end of 2020. 

With effect from 1 August 2020, the proposed date of the amalgamation, the Slzwe and Hosmed 
Boards will be combined. These Board members are constituted by current Hosmed and Slzwe 
Board members, all of which have been elected by their members or appointed as professional 
Trustees. 

3.4 Default benefit op tions 

The table below shows the blueprint for the benefit options on Sizwe-Hosrned that will take effect 
on 1 August 2020. All options wlll be retained separately until the end of 2020. The overall product 
suite will be reassessed during the 2021 benefit design and pricing oercise, and any 
benefit/contribution adjustments will be considered. Membership numbers are as at February 
2020. 

The ED and Non-ED options have been combined In the tables below - specifically for Value, 
Platinum Enhanced and Gold Ascend. 

(!.*fr 1,'t Ot.J' 0 ', ~-" ,,,p 1 l ~: .; \ .._, :.>'IJ .... : 21>,J 

Sch-,•·,., , ~ • - 1 • :. Jt ( 

t ~~· r" ( ~ i ~ ,\..Jr:-'\('. ,.t ll,,, l f • .,l •:,,1 l '~ 
1, •i !1i.., ,r\' 

u 1/1c n 
!..)t.: )l : ( Jl ,' 

r i•~ r: ,, ir n·.1~ rs 1''1•'['' 
1'', ,11;-· 

Sizwe 
Titanium 

3,439 48.6 
Titanium 

3,439 48.6 
Executive Executive 

Hosmed Plus 3,360 40.1 Plus 3,360 40.1 

Si2we 
Platinum 

1S,664 33.8 
Platinum 

15,664 33.8 
Enhanced Enhanced 

Hosmed Value 15,443 32.6 Value 15,443 32.6 

Sizwe Gold Ascend 22,104 30.5 Gold.Ascend 22,104 30.5 

Sizwe Silver Saver 328 34,7 Silver Saver 328 34.7 

Hosmed Access 733 32.3 Access 733 32.3 

Sizwe Copper Core 5,992 30.3 
Essential 7,823 31.8 

Hosmed Essential 1,831 38.0 

The table overleaf shows the distribution of membership across all options before and after the 
amalgamation. The membership distribution of the options before and after the amalgamation 
is relative to the combined membership as at February 2020. 

April2020 Exposillon Document: 
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.. : .. ~ • .-- ~,:-~~:~::;~ .:, :f :?::""\,::~i- "?-,-·, ·:. ~~·•·"\~-~ Per_c~nrt! ~~;~~ ~~nt f!fS_~;~-;<~ .. \ ;~:~ . .:·:;,:·.-::1~;,::,~ 
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Titanium Executive 5.0% 5.0% 

Plus 4.9% 4.9% 

Platinum Enhanced 22.7% 22.7% 

Value 22.4% 22.4% 

Gold Ascend 32.1% 32.1% 

Silver Saver 0.5% 0 .5% 

Access 1.1% 1.1% 

Copper Core(➔ Essential) 8.7% 

Essential 2.6% 11.4% 

High-level benefit comparisons of the mapped options are provided in Section 5 of this document. 

3.5 Solvency ratio impact 

10 

The reserve position as at 31 December 2019 is shown in the following table. 

~~~~~ '·''L ;<:i,; ~ ~ 1'·.;,~ .. :.; s;, =;il~~;, --~:·. ~~;~fHo~~J;t~t? ~ co~bfri'ec1"s'i'h~~~ 
~ .. f':. ~ • ;,;jjl,~4-,.~----..--..r~~ ~v ... • .c.-~-,.:~~_,-,..~ ... "-· ·-~ 

Accumulated funds R898,729,695 R456,429,807 Rl,355,159,502 

Solvency ratio 36.7% 33.3% 35.5% 

Membership 46,935 21,022 67,957 

Reserves per member R19,148 R21,712 R19,941 

As at 31 December 2019, Sizwe-Hosmed would have had a solvency ratio of 35.5%, far in excess 
of the statutory requirement of 25.0%. 
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4 SWOT ana\ysis of Sizwe-Hosmed 

This Section provides a strengths and weaknesses, opportunities and threats ('SWOT') analysis for 
the proposed amalgamation. 

4.1 Strengths 
• Greater financial sustainability attributed to the larger risk pool 
• Economies of scale associated with the larger membership base, including purchasing 

power and efficiency gain 
• A combined competitive product suite, offering members a greater variety of benefit 

options 
• A 14% reduction in non-healthcare expenditure for the combined scheme compared to the 

sum of the individual schemes (in 2021 terms), leading to higher value for money for both 
Sizwe and Hosmed members. 

• Improvement in the combined scheme's net deficit position for 2020 as a result of lower 
non-healthcare expenses and higher investment income. 

• Strong combined reserve position, with a solvency ratio well above the minimum 
requirement, with 411' highest solvency of the top 10 open schemes. 

• Improved overall risk profile for Hosmed members 
• Members are largely unaffected by the merger, given the amalgamation date which wilt see 

options continue to run for the duration of 2020 
• Minimal impact on member contributions and benefits 
• No member confusion due to the retention of both scheme names in the name of the 

amalgamated scheme as well as retention of almost all benefit options. 
• Minimal impact on member benefits and contributions due to retention of most of the 

current options post-amalgamation. 
• The substantial loss that Copper Core currently operates at is expected to be improved 
• Wider product range in amalgamated scheme 
• Wider range of contribution price points in the amalgamated scheme catering for a wider 

range of member affordability levels. 
• A relatively small number of members (6.5% of total across both schemes) will experience 

contribution increases, while 5.2% will have a decrease in contributions. 

4.2 Weaknesses 

11 

• Sizwe-Hosmed will have a slightly higher average age than Sizwe currently has 
• Albeit a R40.8 million improvement from the standalone position, Sizwe-Hosmed is still 

expected to post a 2020 net deficit of R42.S million 
• The larger of the two schemes has historically had a higher non-healthcare expense ratio. 

This has been agreed to be resolved to avoid negative impact on any group of members 
• Income-based contribution bands on Sizwe's more comprehensive plans brings about 

complexity. The strategy is to eliminate these income bands from 20201 
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4.3 Opportunities 

• Access to effective and integrated managed care 
• Negotiation of preferential rates with providers given the increased scale 

• Combined marketing strategy and newly available distribution channels 
• Strategic partnerships can be formed with brokers given the new product range 
• Improved risk pool sizes for entry-level benefit options 

• Brokers may have a preference to consider and place their clients with larger schemes 
• Significant improvement in competitiveness of Hosmed entry-level plans allows for 

attraction of younger members which provides an opportunity to felive the impact of aging 
in the Plus and Value plans. 

4.4 Threats 

12 

• A clear member communication strategy is required to assure members understand the 
change and are not affected by the transfer of administration and operations 

• Unexpected migration across plans (this will need to be addresses within the 2021 benefit 
review). 
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5 Option mapping 

5.1 Contribution comparison 

The tables below provide a comparison of the 2020 contributions for both Schemes. The 
mapped options have been highlighted in the same colour, while white shaded options remain 
unchanged. 

Titanium RO- R34,200 Total RS,540 RS,030 Rl,130 

Executive R34,201+ Total RS,815 RS,500 Rl,160 

Platinum RO-R34,200 Total R3,460 R3,310 R880 

Enhanced R34,201+ Total R3,675 R3,515 R935 

Gold Ascend Total R2,575 Rl,830 R755 

Risk Rl,714 Rl,259 RS70 

Silver Saver Savings R376 R276 R125 

Total R2,090 Rl,535 R695 

RO-R9,250 Total Rl,060 Rl,060 R430 

Copper Core R9,251 - R13, 735 Total Rl,305 Rl,230 R455 

R13,736+ Total R2,395 R2,155 R600 

Value R3,493 R2,554 R594 

Rl,960 Rl,688 R381 

Access R490 R422 R95 

R2,450 R2,110 R476 

RO-R8,500 Total Rl,396 Rl,328 R479 

Essential RS,501 - R13,000 Total Rl,705 Rl,621 R623 

R13,001+ Total R2,131 R2,027 R825 
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The Efficiency Discounted options are shown in separate tables below. 

Platinum 
Enhanced EDO 

Gold Ascend EDO 

R3,490 R3,340 

R2,445 Rl,740 

R890 

R715 

5.2 Option mergers and conversions 

14 

The section provides more detail pertaining to the mapped options, specifically Copper Core and 
Essential. The Silver Saver option will also be converted to a hospital-only version of Access. 

We provide an overview of the contribution impacts per family size, as well as a high-level 
benefit comparison of these relevant options. 

The impact on claims is only in respect of members that are being moved and not for the 
combined new option. The values shown in the table reflect the expected claims cost for these 
members on their new option relative to the claims cost on their current option. We have used 
highly detailed and sophisticated methodology in calculating the impact on claims when moving 
a group of members from one option to a mapped option, through modelling the expected 
claims experience per option based on individual beneficiary demographics. This enabled us to 
map an individual beneficiary to any given option, and as a result determine the impact on the 
beneficiary's claim from moving between options. The underlying assumption here is that, for 
example, a 40-year-old moving from Copper Core to Essential will exhibit the same claiming 
experience as a current 40-year-old on Essential, considering the implicit benefit design features 
of the option. 

5.2.1 Silver Saver and Access 

It is proposed that Sizwe's Silver Saver option be converted to a hospital-only version of 
Hosmed's Access option. Sizwe-Hosmed does not have a hospital plan - and given the similarity 
of these two options, and the low membership number which limits member impact, the 
conversion introduces an important option type to the product suite. Prior to 2019, Sizwe's Silver 
Saver was a hospital only option. As a result, the change back to a hospital plan is unlikely to 
upset many of the current members on the option who participated on the plan prior to 2019. 
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15 

The table below summarises the contribution impact per family size for the Silver Saver 
members. 

i~;.-;~~:~t~?~ ~\t f;f';f~=t'z~~~~:{~r_~~:: 5 ,Y-',
1!~Y~:~~::\~~::;-.(~:~s1;we -; sffu~~sw~;~:?~ -.~ t~~-;~:~~r;:~l'~~~. ':' 

,. ,. ,,·-~, >. F' '~ ·11'<!<~ . .... -~ .... - . ~~~ "., . l ~,.. .,.:', '"l'l-~.J ( ~ '\ 'I ..... •.-:. .. ~~ .... ~ -~ ~ ' • ..,-. • ., • ~ '. -~ -'- ... 

~i!f,, L· : -~· amt y sizes •'v',;-. ' J ~ ;:,: ·Na&ih~i'6f~ ·,~·~co~tr,ib~t ion\ ;,,pact't!il 
.. IIJll'IIF~.:-;,t,1,1•.x...r-,-.-,r,,l,i,'::~,,_., 

p 149 -6.2% 

P+lA 55 0.6% 

P+lA+lC 24 -6.7% 

P+lA+2C 14 -12.1% 

P+lA+3C 9 -16.1% 

P+lA+4C 2 -19.3% 

P+lC 48 -15.9% 

P+2A+lC 1 -2.4% 

P+2C 22 -21.8% 

P+3C 4 -25.7% 

Total 328 -8.4% 

Most Silver Saver members will experience a decrease in contributions attributed to the removal 
of the medical savings account. Given the low membership numbers on this option, the 
conversion is immaterial, with many alternative options available should the change be deemed 
too significant. 

The following table provides a high-level benefit summary for the Silver Saver and Access 
options. 

Number of members 

Contributions 
(P+lA+lC) 

Option Type 

Reimbursement rate 

Hospital network 

Oncology 

Chronic conditions 

Out-of-hospital 

benefits 

328 328 733 

R4,320 R4,029 R5,036 

Savings option (18%} Hospital Plan Savings option (20%) 

100% 100% 100% 

Yes Yes Yes 

100% of Scheme rate Unlimited cover for Unlimited cover for 

subject to PMB PMB's subject to DSP PMB's subject to DSP 

Unlimited cover for 26 
Unlimited cover for 27 Unlimited cover for 27 

CDL conditions. Limited 
CDL conditions CDL conditions 

to PMB's only 

Annual MSA: Annual MSA: 

P: R4,512 P: R5,880 

A: R3,312 A: R5,064 

C: Rl,500 C: Rl,140 
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5.2.2 Copper Core and Essential 

Sizwe's Copper Core option will be mapped onto Hosmed's Essential option. The table below 
shows the current 2020 contributions, as well as the revised contribution table and income 
bands that will be applicable to both options effective 1 August 2020. 

Current 2020 contributions 

R0 - R8,500 Rl,396 Rl,328 R479 
Essential 
Current 

R8,501- R13,000 Rl,705 Rl,621 R623 

R13,001+ R2,131 R2,027 R825 

RO-R9,250 Rl,060 Rl,060 R430 
Copper Core 

R9,251 - R13, 735 Rl,305 Rl,230 R455 
Current 

R13,736+ R2,395 R2,155 R600 

RO-R8,500 Rl,124 Rl,124 R430 
Essential 
Revised 

R8,501 - R13,000 Rl,627 Rl,575 R515 

R13,001+ R2,131 R2,027 R600 

The table below summarises the contribution impact, per family size, for the members on 
Sizwe's Copper Core option. The spread of the Essential membership is also shown. 

1··-:r•• .. e,•s"" , ...... ,--···~•v"'- •··. ~ ,o~•,::,r-·~~,·---··,~~-·~"r--.. ~~~-·,-,..,·....:,.--.··,~~ .. -~ 
:J":" . 'i,\;~ :,,?':,'·- . ;:'.~i,.{-~,;.;;:_/. ·-~#i..::..~~~ ~?t<?".~~-~ ,i,;,~; :: ,,--'''\~ Hosmeij - 'Essential':\,; .. ,.,..A .. 
:{1~-n,:·::1-r :,,'t,"'.·. -:.J',~.;~;-~}Sfzwe ·-?'Copper Core -"l•.'' ,;,(;.• .:,"1;;.f•i:.:,;,s'jf11,.,,.~~~,.;--.. -_.,.,,, i· • ::· • . _:,;.'i;t~ 
;,f,. ~-.~-~;--•. ~<.~ :t1: .. ~ \\.,;;:-J1·z•,·::.:•~·•-: ... :,•~·~:...;,--- : .. ~v~?~.~ ..,,-~ .. ---._:..:i~·~\ t::?J.;.~·~:\,.Ef(reta ned option);.--~ \i~?",:; 

, ·, Family sizes·' ·· • .. · ~ ., · · ·., · ' · · · ' .. " .. ·•< ··• ··· •0
• ·' ·, • -, 

t·~-:{:,, ·;.>. ;: .. ~.< ... '/Num'6'e•r.of?:·;~ ~~:'c;V,trib~tfo'n ;'.:'; :-, 2,;;:j,j"~~be~.of4i"' ,::~ C~ntrib~ti'c;~it~ 
~'ft"':}: ·,.t~"':"'~)r': ,,r.:;,/ ',, .. _~)-!·..,. . .,;ii,-...-~ .... r:1.t-;.: .::-~'. '-;',"~t"'i- !' -;;;~ .' "\tV:t.t,:-... "1-~~J-*t'"~ ,:i.~ ,"'' .:~, ·:,. ,.. .... · -· .. ~,.,~-

~Ji;.~~;-.-._,,., ·• # members ,,H ,J ~ impact'·'·-• ·,,·-- members· ~~ .,,;,,,.,:. , impact~~ .__ :r~x .... -,~&-..<:,t. , ___ -.,;"'--,~ . ...-.1-~~~~ ). 11,,., ... ~j.:i,}~:..Q;~~~Al!f-... ,...:~_,.-,,• .... ~•-.i:~-a-.:-~tl'-, ..... ,~ ,...,.,.,..., 

p 2,097 6.5% 1,028 -10.5% 

P+lA 618 4.7% 224 -10.7% 

P+lA+lC 390 1.3% 90 -9.5% 

P+lA+2C 485 0.3% 102 -11.1% 

P+1A+3C 268 -1.2% 29 -10.4% 

P+1A+4C 98 -2.5% 14 -11.7% 

P+1A+5C 24 -3,7% - 0.0% 

P+lC 1,105 4.6% 201 -11.4% 

P+2A 19 0.1% 15 -9.6% 

P+2A+1C 16 1.3% 8 -12.4% 

P+2A+2C 12 -2.1% 2 -15.5% 

P+2A+3C 8 -2.3% - 0.0% 

P+2A+4C 1 3.9% - 0.0% 
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17 

P+2C 586 3.1% 80 -12.4% 

P+3A 3 4.0% - 0.0% 

P+3A+1C - 0.0% 2 -2.5% 

P+3C 186 -0.3% 24 -13.2% 

P+4C 43 -4.8% 6 -16.2% 

Totat1 5,959 3.9% 1,825 -10.7% 

In order to reduce the impact on Copper Core members, the Essential option contributions are 

reduced by 10.7%. 

The following table provides a high-level benefit summary for the Copper Core and Essential 

options. 

g:~1?-{:~1~;::': r;~: .Y':' /'t',~r> -~ :1.J•;-~: ·\~-: ~Sf ~~~~l~t,t~ "f ~:f; f::'t:i~?~1Jt·t?~~ ~- ,., ,$ -~ 

;;:,: Benefit:.:,, ~-'~ffe: "!;.. , • . : •, i Sizwe ;-: C~:t,i ;;,..,;',.~ f ~~ ,. ~~i'~'": c/ -~"''""!"•iii')· 
.~· ,....""""" " ~Jl~'.:t:·~,;~,~£.f' l~(retamed option ""'" .... ~~ .':i,; :ti ~ _-,,.-1,.._.-_.......,,_~ 

Number of members 5,992 1,831 

Contributions (P+lA+lC) R2,550- RS,150 R3,203 - R4,983 

Capitation (Designated Service Designated Service Provider option 
Provider) option Option Type PMB only 

Includes certain non-PMBs 

Reimbursement rate 100% 100% 

Hospital network Yes Yes 

Oncology 
Unlimited cover for PMB's subject Unlimited cover for PM B's subject 

to DSP to DSP 

Chronic conditions PMBs only PMBs only 

Paid from risk at 100% of Scheme Paid from risk at 100% of Scheme 
Out-of-hospital benefits rate and is subject to sub-limits rate and is subject to sub-limits 

Given that both options operate in the low-income entry level space, the benefits are well 

aligned. 

The contribution impact of mapping the option above is split by member type. -~~~"1" ~~~,•~ ffl',r5~~~~~-~~-~-;t~•"l'1",-SOl f• :•. t,..::t Number of 1"1;; 0 :.;,,~~:.·Average.contribu_t 1qn,i_mpact ~~:~:<: ·• 
~,-l~ ;'If!~~~:;,!)- ~d<~'14fst:£~1 i~-5-· ~t~ \ ~O. .' •,t.•-;-:~~4'""-,.!~, ~_:,.)W'''-'";,-.~ftt'r,~,~'>,~7- .~ « ~t' 7'<',,0. , 

Mapped 
, , "'"~""~" c~membifrs;,,<, "'W<li"''i'i' =·•;; '"'""''' .. ·,·:;,;, ~ Benefit OP!l!)n_;, ··.t~"'·~P>l-~ ;,,--',,';,'~,. >:\,·P st1\!f)Ad iir~t,;\1Chlll l:·\;. option 
--, '- (Fe brua r:v;, ·,it ~, ~"' ~ji"'4:l<~-,,:J:, ·w• A="-' ».c~·.,;J J • l1iif. ~-!" ~oependanv ., .•. depe11da"!t 7· 

~~-~ ~ 'I?-~~~~~--·' • . ~t ' ...... "' ~--:?y;, 

Copper Core 
+6.7% +0.9% 

Essential 
5,959 +1.9% (Hosmed) (Sizwe) 

Essential -16.1% 
Essential 

1,825 -10.5% -8.2% (Hosmed) (Hosmed) 

1 Any deviation from the February 2020 totals is due to a small number of family structures that do not fit with 

the Family sizes listed 
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5.3 Contribution impact of combining options 

18 

This subsection considers the member impact of transferring Copper Core onto Essential, 

considering actual family sizes and income bands. Most families, approximately 88%, will not 

experience any contribution impact. Families that will experience an increase in contributions 

only constitute 6.4% of the total membership, and will have an average family size weighted 
increase of 3.9% for this "increase" group. The graph below shows the proportion of members 
experiencing contribution impacts per increase band. 

-30% to -20% 

-20% to -10% 

-10% to -0% 

0% 

0%to 10% 

10% to 20% 

20% to 30% 

30% to 40% 

40%+ 

I 
88.3% 

Ill 
I 
I 
I 
I 

The graph above illustrates that although some families will experience increases in their 
monthly contributions, most of these families will only experience an increase of between 0% 

to 20% (7,792 families) mainly as a result of Increases in contributions for Copper Core members. 

Most families will not experience any impact on their monthly contributions, whilst 3,214 
families will experience a decrease in their monthly contributions. This average monthly Rand 
impact for each increase/decrease group Is shown below. 
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-!-i'.~~---.,~. / ~ ·: ~;.:.. !'~ : ~ .. ~ : :.-:t · ' r; ;. ·-~ ~ ")Avera e monthl ,'--:., .. -~ "~~l►• ~:~•':':Vi•~ :tv-::t·,..,,_.,'\.~ ... !"' ~--""f,'.,,.1 
rJ::: Contrrbut1on Impact Band ! ,, - •. 0.·7 i .;~~ '),. ,. •. ~ • .l.·.7r ,;-.(·:,, f.., ,.:,; ;~;·rt::;'\'; Number of, families /{.Ji, I 
ti•:.-;.,•,.~..._.~,.""~~-~- ·.· ... ;. . .t!°:' .. :: ·~i.:..,1mpact per, am1y --- J~· ;--~ ··\,i:*;,;... .. !.\ .. ;.,:~ :'I\/~.\ ..... 

'Ml:!. ~-.,,.';.;,",../l;i.,,,ll5.';:.;,.i<,~.,,,-.~ Ci->-~~~1.;J;:,:,_~";,-,, 

40%+ R676 130 

CII .,, 30% to 40% R691 77 

n, 
CII ... u 

20%to 30% R445 382 

.5 
10%to 20% R370 332 

0% to 10% R4 3,522 

0% RO 60,860 

0% to -10% 
Q) 

-R192 2,312 
VI 

"' ~ -20% to -10% -R360 1,253 u 
Q) 

0 

-30% to -20% -R806 26 
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5.4 Claims impact of combining options 

This subsection provides a summary of the risk claims impact on the mapped and converted 
option members. 

The impact on claims shown is in respect of the change in risk claims cost for the combined 
mapped option relative to the risk claims costs per beneficiary (pb) before the addition of the 
new members from the options that are closing. 

We have used highly detailed and sophisticated methodology in calculating the impact on claims 
when moving a group of members from one option to a mapped option, through modelling the 
expected claims experience per option based on individual beneficiary demographics. This 
enabled us to map an individual beneficiary to any given option, and as a result determine the 
impact on the beneficiary's claim from moving between options. The underlying assumption 
here is that, for example, a 40-year-old moving from Copper Core to Essential will exhibit the 
same claiming experience as a current 40-year-old on Essential, considering the implicit benefit 
design features of the option. 

Positive values reflect an expected increase in claims, whilst negative values reflect an expected 
decrease. 

~:,\,: .f,,.""",:.,~~:1 ,''"• • "'/,~:.z•: ~,,,..•,. •:,.'/,.<"-.,~~ .. ~\ •••,v;:,.~~:.,,:'. ~-.,,~r_~-{.' ~••;",1"'"::.'~•f;~7•,:-t-•/__.,,., .. -_,,~~"':""•; ~:..•~'!.t ,<~~:.~::•:•~ 
)fF · ::.· •':'' , ..... ,: · ,----,.-:.s•,';1'. ·. i:t-•,, ,. "~"~-L:,;;;,~~ -:, ,, ·. Expected,mpacton ,_1,.~ 
;;;:.:.'. .. Curre~t-option ·.-~- ....... · 'IViapped/corive~te'd optlci~;,·?.::/'•:··, > ··.>, rriapped/c';;n~e~ted:;t,~;""i 
~ .. ~:::,:·:·4~..j :'•}1~ ~~~~--- \~, .. ~: ~-:1 . ~ ., '. ·. ...: _;_.,,.,it~. ~ .. ·t··:~i.: .. ~:. :;"'-·. :· :·,· ,. ~ :, -: . . ~ ' ...... ~.'--::_; ·-< ~ 
~:~ ~-k'-:~''"'>7 ,. "''~ -.~···· .-.,~ t~· ,t; .',•·: • . ,:--.,,,,Jc.•~>-, ., .. ~-~•-.,;o.£1.'fr .. #p ·,.,. option pb.cla1ms ., ,, , ,. ., ,..,. - , ~ ,.~•:;..,'lo!: ~-~"" •:,,, ,.,..;,, _._.,.~ i.l\;,,..,. ,1:t-k::i<£P'r -'" ~ '~• t<i.-.•..:~-· li.,,.~ .... • '""" _,.,_..,..-.,:.~ _, 

Silver Saver (Sizwe) Hospital-only version of Access (Hosmed) (16.5%) 

Copper Core (Sizwe) Essential (Hosmed) (24.0%) 

For example, the (24.0%) impact on risk claims shown above is the expected impact on the per 
beneficiary risk claims on Essential through the addition of the Copper Core members. The 
reduction in costs is intuitive as the Copper Core members are significantly younger than the 
current Essential members. 

The decrease related to Silver Saver is due to the savings portion being removed as part of the 
conversion t o a hospital-only plan, as well as the impact we would have expected from Silver 
Saver members claiming in-line with hospital-only benefits currently provided on Access. 

5.5 Financial impact of combining options 

19 

The following table shows the financial impact of merging and converting the options by 
comparing the projected gross healthcare result to illustrate the impact of merging the options 
(net contributions minus risk claims). 

The gross healthcare results reflected are for 2021, given that the conversion of Silver Saver will 
be effective from 1 January 2021. The assumptions applied for the 2021 forecasts are discussed 
further in Section 9. 

Changes are shaded grey. 
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Titanium Executive (15,475) {15,475) 

Plus 1,952 1,952 

Platinum Enhanced 69,516 69,516 

Value 50,855 50,855 

Gold Ascend 109,229 109,229 

Silver Saver (2,389) 190 

Access 4,505 4,505 

Copper Core 5,087 
50,426 

Essential 11,720 

Total 235,000 271,198 

If the example related to Copper Core and Essential is considered further, t he gross health care 
results (net contributions less risk claims) for Copper Core and Plus before merging the options 
represent a combined surplus of R16.8 million in 2021. This merger Is expected to improve the 
2021 surplus to RS0.4 million. Th is is due to the younger age profile of Copper Core and the 
additional contribution yield. 

The mapping of the options is expected to result in a total improvement of R36.2 million in the 
gross healthcare result in 2021. This is indicative of a reduction in the value offered to members, 
which is deemed appropriate to correct the current negative financial position of Sizwe and 
Hosmed in combinat ion. 
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6 Communication and amalgamation timelines 

21 

Communication to the members of Hos med and Sizwe will be distributed in April 2020 together 
with voting forms. The document will provide information and details regarding the 
amalgamation. 

Members will be able to contact their respective Schemes with any questions and queries 
regarding the amalgamation and their individual impact as a result thereof. 

The voting forms from members will be required to be returned to their respective Schemes by 
no later than 1 June 2020. Voting will be conducted in accordance with the applicable Scheme 
Rules. Verification of the votes will be conducted by the appointed auditor/electoral 
commissioner. 

The table below provides a proposed timeline for the amalgamation process. 

~~? .,_.,...,.~~-:,.. .... _,...-x., .. _~ . ..._,-,.., ......... ~, ~ •• ..,,~•,"'~"--.... ~--..'--:P..-ao.~:::-.... ~-'.>;ff-•••"~~-r,•~ .. ~-'· . ..,.r.c«-"''ft"'f~ 
, ;,,\"i:;~~r/' "·'••,Tas~ ili,,iJ.t:;;-:~~~'.f'-' ,·_ €~~~Date o f, implementation/_completio 
';J's,,.~:.,.,_~,!+ ., ,~ _, •• ,. .,. -'Zif~ . .r.';"•·n--,., ..... .,. •• ,.. ......... .,. -. ... n"';"'lfr. 

Member communication and voting 

forms to be sent 

Voting by members deadline 

Count of votes 

Submit to CMS exposition, actuarial statements 
and voting results 

Publish notice of amalgamation in Gazette and 
four newspapers (Johannesburg, Pretoria, 
Durban, Cape Town) 

Amalgamation approved by the Registrar 

Exposition made available for review and 
comment as per Section 63(4) of the Act 

Complaints period as per Section 63(5) of the Act 

Final Approval of Amalgamation 

Effective date of Amalgamation 

April 2020 

15 April 2020 to 31 May 2020 

1 June 2020 

6June 2020 

7 June 2020 

7 June 2020 

8June 2020 

8 June 2020 
(date will be provided by CMS) 

30 June 2020 to 19 July 2020 

20July 2020 

1 August 2020 
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7 Non-healthcare expenses 

The table below shows per beneficiary per month (pbpm) non-healthcare expenses. The 
expenses shown are the projected 2020 expenses per Scheme as well as that for Sizwe-Hosmed . 
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Gross contribution income (GCI) 2,689,604 1,466,299 4,152,120 

Risk contribution income (RCI) 2,687,937 1,460,321 4,144,475 

Total non-healthcare expenditure (NHE) 265,404 145,447 385,823 

NHE as % of GC/ 9.9% 9.9% 9.3% 

NHE as % of RC/ 9.9% 10.0% 9.3% 

On the amalgamation date of 1 August 2020, Hosmed will transfers its business into Sizwe, 
forming Sizwe-Hosmed. 

The combined Scheme expenses for both options is assumed to reduce by 25% post
amalgamation. Per member administration fees are assumed to continue at their current per 
option level. 

The reduction in scheme expenses is expected to result in a R23.1 million positive impact on 
the amalgamated scheme's net result in 2020. 
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8 Governance 

The Board members are constituted by current Hosmed and Sizwe Board members. Currently 
Sizwe has eight elected and two appointed Trustees and Hosmed has seven elected and three 
appointed Trustees. The Board of Trustees will consist of twenty Board members. 

The Hosmed elected Trustees have been recently appointed and will continue as part of the 
Sizwe-Hosmed Board until 2024. 

Sizwe will have its Trustee elections after 1 July 2020, where after eight elected Trustees will be 
appointed. 

The combined Sizwe-Hosmed Board of Trustees will consist of 15 elected Trustees, which will be 
in place until the amalgamated Scheme's AGM in July 2024 where after the new Board of 
Trustees elected will consist of twelve Trustees. The Board of Trustees may decide to appoint an 
additional one or two professional Trustees as needed. 

8.1 Sizwe Medical Fund structure 

The table below provides the details of the Principal Officer and Trustee members of Sizwe. 

S Mangcwatywa Principal Officer 

L Makwabe Chairperson (Member Elected) 

B Salters Deputy Chairperson (Member Elected) 

Z Matiklnca Trustee (Member Elected) 

PA Jacobs Trustee (Member Elected) 

SDawetl Trustee (Member Elected) 

VM Shamase Trustee (Member Elected) 

C Rensburg Trustee (Member Elected) 

M Moyeni Trustee (Member Elected) 

T Kgokolo Trustee (Appointed) 

BZ llmba Trustee (Appointed) 

8.2 Hosmed Medical Aid Scheme structure 

The table below provides the details of the Principal Officer and Trustee members of Hosmed. 

rI.~~if ·~··,·'-,~"" Ii --· ,:, ,. . . . . . ~,,. -~-- ·.:-··, ~ .. t~,t.~~: ~-v•·•-.· _..._.., .,.,--.., ·--«·~--:; .. :,.. e:, • ·,,Yi: ,_,·, ;..:~.1;;~- ~· ', ,._.-.. '.w, , _,..,..,,-,_.. . . ~ '?'"~\•_;'. 

M Pltsoane Principal Officer (Act ing) 

so Langa Chairperson (Member Elected) 

PP Shikwane Deputy Chairperson (Member Elected) 

BZ Maseko Trustee (Member Elected) 

MM Mone! Trustee (Member Elected) 

AF Maua Trustee (Member Elected) 

NJ Erasmus Trustee (Member Elected) 

P Dumelakgosl Trustee (Member Elected) 

A Nhlanhla Trustee (Appointed) 

AR Greyling Trustee (Appointed) 

MG Hennig Trustee (Appointed) 
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9 Financial projections 

9.1 2020 financial projection for Slzwe and Hosmed 

24 

The table below shows combined 2020 forecasted financial results for Sizwe and Hosmed, 
reflecting a straight combination of the two budgeted income statements (ie a status quo 
scenario pre-amalgamation). 

2020 status quo pre-amalgamation forecast 
~-~· ... , ... ~.:-:,.::-•,~ .... -..-;." ~--";'"""'~··..,. .. ,1~· 1-c.t~·~,_:,•::."' : '":- .... ·:. ... .,,.~.:,.··~-'---~-; .. ~"r,:'1;::".!g=X,."s-'l-:"'-":':·.•·, '"., ,, _ ....... ,~;,;.,,_~ 
$f.:-,~· 1

'.;.' .. •• •• · •• _ _,,, -e-.,.,.·. ~ •. ;:·~,.~·-·. S1zwe .· ·" · · !·"''Hosmed ·::'1"' ···· ·- combin'ed · 
l:!: .. \'"•J• ._, 202o·Fu11vea•r" .. .'---:.'. •,. .,". -· "'··~ ... -~:-, · :·, ·,:: · k ... ,:; .... ,., ...... t, : • ..... , ~ -..... , •\,., ' . .f: ... k; i,-.. '. '>' ~·. :. • .• • ,.;- -•' ;·.,:::. <f .'' ~_'-' \; •· {R'00O) ~ ~~ :, , ·- :>.: ·•(R'000)J;f{'·•'''• • ;· . "-'-"';{R'000).,.~-~ 
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Number of members 47,112 21,347 68,459 

Gross Contributions 2,689,604 1,466,299 4,155,903 

Savings {1,667) {5,978) (7,645) 

Net Contributions 2,687,937 1,460,321 4,148,258 

Healthcare expenditure {2,409,036) {1,371,470) (3,780,506) 

Managed care and Capitation fees {130,633) {26,437) (157,070) 

Underwriting result 148,267 62,413 210,681 

Non-healthcare expenses (265,404) {145,447) (410,851) 

Operating result (117,137) (83,034) (200,171) 

Investment income 75,710 41,132 116,842 

Net surplus/(deficit) (41,427) (41,902) (83,329) 

Solvency 34.3% 30.4% 33.0% 

NHE ratio 9.9% 9.9% 9.9% 

Accumulated funds 923,843 446,178 1,370,021 
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The table below compares the combined status quo statement above, to the projected 2020 
income statement should the amalgamation occur effective 1 August 2020. 

Number of members 68,459 68,459 

Gross Contributions 4,155,903 4,152,120 -3,783 

Savings (7,645) (7,645) 

Net Contributions 4,148,258 4,144,475 -3,783 

Healthcare expenditure (3,701,811) {3,702,517) -706 

Managed care and Capitation fees (235,766) (216,051) +19,715 

Underwriting result 210,681 225,907 +15,226 

Non-healthcare expenses* (410,851) (385,824) +25,027 

Operating result (200,171) (159,917) +40,254 

Investment income 116,842 117,371 +529 

Net surplus/(deficit) (83,329) (42,546) +40,783 

Solvency 33.0% 34.0% +l.0% 

NHE ratio 9.9% 9.3% -0.6% 

Accumulated funds 1,370,021 1,410,803 +40,783 

*Scheme expenses are assumed to be able to be reduced by 25% post-amalgamation. 

The reduction in scheme expenses is expected to result in a R25.027 million positive impact on 
the amalgamated scheme's net result in 2020. Mapping Copper Core to Essential effective 
1 August will improve the underwriting result by RlS.226 million. 

Combining the above, in addition to some additional investment income, the post
amalgamation Scheme is expected to realise an improved net result of R40.783 million when 

compared to if the two schemes had not amalgamated. 
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9.2 2020 projections of Sizwe-Hosmed 

The table below provides the 2020 monthly income statement for the combined Scheme, allowing for the amalgamation with effect from 1 August 2020. The 
income statements per option are shown in Appendix B. 

-- ~ ---- ...... ' 
· • •U1f1J11..;•· . , ... . 

Number of members 

Gross Contributions 

Savings 

Net Contributions 

Healthcare expenditure 

Managed care and 
Capitation fees 

Underwriting result 

Non-healthcare results 

Operating result 

Investment income 

Net surplus/(deficit) 

Solvency 

NHE ratio 

Accumulated funds 

n\ 
~ 2~ 

~ 

"\.;-..t.-:i.-... .-... .:c 

".(-., . : ~:.~ .. ~ --~: 

68,459 68,459 

346,325 346,325 

(637) (637} 

345,688 345,688 

(300,268} (313,431} 

{19,647) (19,647) 

25,773 12,610 

(34,238) (34,238) 

(8,464} (21,627} 

10,261 10,225 

1,797 {11,402) 

3i~~~ . . '• •• ~ i;:-"• C"CL '~;" 
~~i,-~ '·~ • .: : i~ .. ~-~,;'j {k: ~~-

68,459 68,459 68,459 68,459 68,459 

346,325 346,325 346,325 346,325 346,325 

(637) (637) (637) (637) (637) 

345,688 345,688 345,688 345,688 345,688 

(331,435} (286,499) (330,044) (331,369) (331,048} 

(19,647) (19,647) (19,647) {19,647} (19,647} 

(5,394) 39,542 (4,003) (5,328) (5,007) 

(34,238) (34,238) (34,238) (34,238} (30,381) 

{39,632) 5,304 {38,240) {39,565) (35,388) 

10,081 10,033 9,989 9,785 9,549 

{29,551) 15,337 (28,252} {29,780) (25,839) 

April 2020 

• ··111'• 1•• •• • . ,. · · .... ·11· · · 1~~-, , ,,. .... · I . I l,/:•; 

68,459 68,459 68,459 68,459 68,459 68,459 

345,569 345,569 345,569 345,569 345,569 4,152,120 

(637) (637) (637) (637) (637} (7,645) 

344,932 344,932 344,932 344,932 344,932 4,144,475 

(317,637) (300,404} (312,144} (300,347) (247,893) (3,702,517) 

(15,704) (15,704} (15,704) {15,704) (15,704) (216,051) 

11,591 28,823 17,083 28,880 81,334 225,907 

(30,003) (30,003) (30,003) (30,003} (30,003} (385,824) 

(18,413) {1,180} {12,920) {1,123) 51,331 (159,917) 

9,426 9,424 9,440 9,457 9,701 117,371 

(8,986) 8,243 (3,480) 8,334 61,032 (42,546} 

34.0% 

9.3% 

1,410,803 
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9.3 Forecasting assumptions 2021 and beyond 

27 

The table below shows the annual assumptions used in the projections for 2021 and beyond. 

1. Contribution increases 8.00% 

2. Healthcare cost tariff increases 5.00% 

3. Ageing and utilisation 3.00% 

4. Expense increase 4.50% 

5. Capitation fee increases 5.50% 

6. Investment return 8.80% 

7. Membership growth 0.00% 

1. The contribution increases were set at a level to match increases in claims costs. 

2. The healthcare cost tariff increase has been set at 5%. This allows for a general 

inflationary-type increase. 

3. We have assumed that the impact of a deteriorating profile and increased utilisation will 
result in an additional claims increase of 3.0%. This has been informed by the impact of 
profile changes claims utilisation on the two schemes in the recent past, together with an 
allowance for additional utilisation increases due to, for example, supplier induced 

demand, new technologies and changes in member behaviour. 

4. We have allowed for a 4.5% increase in non-healthcare expenses, in line with future CPI. 

5. Capitation fees have been assumed to increase by 1% above CPI in recognition of the 
impact of utilisation on the underlying claims needing to be funded through these 
arrangements. Existing capitation arrangements on Copper Core will cease when the 

option merges into Essential. 

6. We have allowed for 8.8% annual investment return. This is in line with the weighted 

average of the budgeted return applied for both schemes in 2020 budgets. 

7. No membership growth has been incorporated. 
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9.4 Financial projections 2021 and beyond 

~ 
~ 28 

~ 
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The table below shows the projected income statement for Sizwe-Hosmed following the amalgamation over the next five years. 

Number of members 68,459 68,459 68,459 68,459 68,459 68,459 

Gross Contributions 4,152,120 4,477,730 4,835,948 5,222,824 5,640,650 6,091,902 

Savings (7,645) (6,456) (6,973) (7,531) (8,133) (8,784) 

Net Contributions 4,144,475 4,471,273 4,828,975 5,215,293 5,632,517 6,083,118 

Healthcare expenditure (3,702,517) (4,002,832) (4,323,058) (4,668,903) (5,042,415) (5,445,808) 

Managed care and 
(216,051) (197,243) (206,448) (216,086) (226,176) (236,741) 

Capitation fees 

Underwriting result 225,907 271,198 299,468 330,304 363,925 400,569 

Non-healthcare expenses (385,824) (369,134) (388,354) (408,647) (430,080) (452,720) 

Operating result (159,917) (97,936) {88,885) (78,343) (66,154) (52,151) 

Investment income 117,371 119,842 122,167 125,560 130,252 136,508 

Net surplus/(deficit) (42,546) 21,906 33,282 47,217 64,097 84,358 

Solvency 34.0% 32.0% 30.3% 29.0% 28.0% 27.3% 

NHE ratio 9.3% 8.2% 8 .0% 7.8% 7.6% 7.4% 

Accumulated funds 1,410,803 1,432,709 1,465,991 1,513,208 1,577,306 1,661,663 

The amalgamated scheme is expected to make a healthy surplus in 2021 due to the positive impact of option mapping and reductions in non-healthcare 
expenses. 
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9.5 Sensitivity analysis 

The impact of t he following sensitivities has been considered on the 5-year projections: 

A: Claims inflation of 6% (+1%) 

B: Investment return of 6.8% (-2%) 

C: Contribution increase of 7% (-1%) 

D: 25% of Titanium Executive members buy-down to Plus 

The results of t he above scenarios are shown in the tables that follow. 

A: Claims inflation plus 1% 

sm:[~?2~~ 8Blf§~~ 2021 2 

Number of members 68,459 68,459 68,459 68,459 68,459 68,459 

Gross Contributions 4,152,120 4,477,730 4,835,948 5,222,824 5,640,650 6,091,902 

Savings (7,645) (6,456) (6,973) (7,531) (8,133) (8,784) 

Net Contributions 4,144,475 4,471,273 4,828,975 5,215,293 5,632,517 6,083,118 

Healthcare expenditure (3,702,518) (4,039,857) (4,403,444) (4,799,754) (5,231,732) (5,702,588) 

Managed care and 
(216,051) (197,243) (206,448) (216,086) (226,176) (236,741) 

Capitation fees 

Underwriting result 225,906 234,173 219,083 199,453 I 174,609 I 143,790 

Non-healthcare 
(385,824) (369,134) (388,354) (408,647) I (430,080) I (452,720) 

expenses 

~ 
Operating result (159,918) (134,961) {169,271} {209,194) {255,471} (308,930} 

Investment income 117,371 118,212 115,229 108,717 97,838 81,615 

Net surplus/(deficit) (42,547} (16,748} (54,042} (100,477) (157,633} (227,315} 

Solvency 34.0% 31.1% 27.7% 23.7% 19.2% 14.0% 

~ 
NHE ratio 9.3% 8.2% 8.0% 7.8% 7.6% 7.4% 

Accumulated funds 1,410,803 1,394,055 1,340,013 1,239,535 1,081,903 854,587 
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B: Investment returns minus 2% 

~ 
~ 30 

Number of members 

Gross Contributions 

Savings 

Net Contributions 

Healthcare expenditure 

Managed care and 
Capitation fees 

Underwriting result 

Non-healthcare 
expenses 

Operating result 

Investment income 

Net surplus/(deficit) 

Solvency 

NHE ratio 

Accumulated funds 

Base Scenario Results 
r;r.iffilililil 

Net surplus/(deficit) 

Solvency 

NHE ratio 

Accumulated funds 

r /)~ ~ 
'-J J::::::) 

68,459 

4,152,120 

(7,645} 

4,144,475 

(3,702,518) 

(216,051) 

225,906 

(385,824) 

(159,918) 

117,371 

(42,547) 

34.0% 

9.3% 

1,410,803 

(42,546} 

34.0% 

9.3% 

1,410,803 

68,459 

4,477,730 

(6,456) 

4,471,273 

(4,002,832) 

(197,243) 

271,198 

(369,134) 

(97,936) 

92,605 

(5,331} 

31.4% 

8.2% 

1,405,472 

21,906 

32.0% 

8.2% 

1,432,709 

68,459 68,459 68,459 68,459 

4,835,948 5,222,824 5,640,650 6,091,902 

(6,973) (7,531) (8,133) (8,784) 

4,828,975 5,215,293 5,632,517 6,083,118 

(4,323,058) (4,668,903) (5,042,415) (5,445,808} 

(206,448) (216,086) (226,176) (236,741) 

299,468 330,304 363,925 400,569 

(388,354) (408,647) (430,080) (452,720) 

(88,885) (78,343) (66,154) (52,151) 

92,550 93,158 94,579 96,989 

3,665 14,815 28,425 44,838 

29.1% 27.3% 25.7% 24.6% 

8.0% 7.8% 7.6% 7.4% 

1,409,137 1,423,952 1,452,377 1,497,215 

33,282 47,217 64,097 84,358 

30.3% 29.0% 28.0% 27.3% 

8.0% 7.8% 7.6% 7.4% 

1,465,991 1,513,208 1,577,306 1,661,663 
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C: Contribution increases minus 1% 

Number of members 

Gross Contribut ions 

Savings 

Net Contributions 

Healthcare expenditure 

Managed care and 
Capitation fees 

Underwriting result 

Non-healt hcare 
expenses 

Operating result 

Investment income 

Net surplus/(deficit) 

Solvency 

NHE rat io 

Accumulated funds 

Base Scenario Results 
::,.11:11'1!1!1: 

Net surplus/(deficit) 

Solvency 

NHE ratio 

Accumulated funds 

68,459 

4,152,120 

{7,645) 

4,144,475 

(3,702,518) 

(216,051) 

225,906 

(385,824) 

(159,918} 

117,371 

(42,547) 

34.0% 

9.3% 

1,410,803 

(42,546) 

34.0% 

9.3% 

1,410,803 

68,459 

4,436,209 

{6,380) 

4,429,829 

(4,002,832) 

{197,243) 

229,754 

{369,134) 

(139,380) 

118,018 

(21,362) 

31.3% 

8.3% 

1,389,441 

21,906 

32.0% 

8.2% 

1,432,709 

68,459 68,459 68,459 68,459 

4,746,743 5,079,015 5,434,546 5,814,964 

(6,827) (7,304) (7,816) (8,363) 

4,739,917 5,071,711 5,426,731 5,806,602 

{4,323,058) {4,668,903) (5,042,415) (5,445,808) 

(206,448) (216,086) (226,176) I (236,741) 

210,410 186,722 158,139 I 124,053 

{387,608) (407,045) {427,495) (449,016) 

{177,198) (220,323) (269,356) (324,963) 

114,474 107,057 94,932 77,136 

(62,724) {113,266) (174,424) (247,827) 

28.0% 23.9% 19.1% 13.6% 

8.2% 8.0% 7.9% 7.7% 

1,326,716 1,213,450 1,039,026 791,199 

33,282 47,217 64,097 84,358 

30.3% 29.0% 28.0% 27.3% 

8.0% 7.8% 7.6% 7.4% 

1,465,991 1,513,208 1,577,306 1,661,663 
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D: 25% of Titanium Executive members buy-down to Plus 
:■ !MtJl[~i•~ 

Number of members 

Gross Contributions 

Savings 

Net Contributions 

Healthcare expenditure 

Managed care and 
Capitation fees 

Underwriting result 

Non-healthcare 
expenses 

Operating result 

Investment income 

Net surplus/(deficit) 

Solvency 

NHE ratio 

Accumulated funds 

Base Scenario Results 

i iffl 
Net surplus/(deficit) 

Solvency 

NHE ratio 

Accumulated funds 

~ T°' 
32 

~ -S" ~ 
~~ 

!,.:rf\t~~~~-~--~-:.if':~1.~ 
68,459 68,459 

4,152,120 4,464,568 

(7,645) (6,456) 

4,144,475 4,458,112 

(3,702,518) (3,994,053) 

(216,051) (197,255) 

225,906 266,804 

(385,824) (369,315) 

(159,918) {102,512) 

117,371 119,640 

(42,547) 17,129 

34.0% 32.0% 

9.3% 8.3% 

1,410,803 1,427,932 

(42,546) 21,906 

34.0% 32.0% 

9.3% 8.2% 

1,410,803 1,432,709 

68,459 68,459 68,459 68,459 

4,821,734 5,207,472 5,624,070 6,073,996 

(6,973) (7,531) (8,133) (8,784) 

4,814,761 5,199,941 5,615,937 6,065,212 

(4,313,578) (4,658,664) (5,031,357) (5,433,865) 

{206,477) (216,132) (226,243) (236,830) 

294,707 325,145 358,337 394,517 

{388,550) (408,859) (430,308) (452,967) 

(93,843) (83,714) (71,972) (58,450) 

121,529 124,411 128,509 134,079 

27,685 40,697 56,537 75,629 

30.2% 28.7% 27.6% 26.8% 

8.1% 7.9% 7.7% 7.5% 

1,455,617 1,496,314 1,552,851 1,628,480 

33,282 47,217 64,097 84,358 

30.3% 29.0% 28.0% 27.3% 

8.0% 7.8% 7.6% 7.4% 

1,465,991 1,513,208 1,577,306 1,661,663 
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10 Voting results 

The table below shows the results of the member vote that was undertaken by both Schemes. 

Number of responses received 

Response rate 

Number of votes for the amalgamation 

Number of votes against the amalgamation 

Number of invalid votes received 

% of valid votes for the amalgamation 

% of valid votes against the amalgamation 
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11 Confirmation of Independent Review 

30NE Consulting Actuaries ("30NE"}, hereby confirm that: 

1.1 The actuarial review has been conducted in accordance with the professional guidelines set 
out by the Actuarial Society of South Africa in their Code of Professional Conduct. 

1.2 The actuarial review has been conducted in accordance with the guideline for the preparation 
of a business plan pursuant to an application for an amalgamation of medical schemes as per 
Section 63 of the Medical Scheme Act 131 of 1998, as amended, set out by the Council of 
Medical Schemes, CMS. 

1.3 This review has been prepared for, and is addressed to, the Trustees of Sizwe and Hosmed, 
and 30NE does not accept any liability to any person other than the addressee in connection 
with this review or its related enquiries. 

1.4 30NE considered the proposed amalgamation and the impact on the members of both 
Schemes. 

1.5 30NE is an independent entity with no direct or indirect financial interest in the operations of 
either medical scheme, other than the independent actuarial retainer agreement. 

Matlotlo Group is appointed actuarial services provider to both Hosmed and Sizwe. They have advised 
both Schemes on the considerations for the amalgamation that will be in the best interest of members 
and the amalgamated scheme. Both Trustees of Hosmed and Sizwe have accepted these 
recommendations. 

30NE was appointed to perform an independent actuarial review and has confirmed that the 
amalgamation is structured to be in the best interest of the members of both Schemes. Based on the 
information contained in this document, we find the amalgamation to be in the best interests of both 
membership groups. The merits of the amalgamation are abundant, and stands to benefit members 
from both medical schemes, improving both the current and projected financial position, creating a 
more sustainable and valuable medical scheme. 

The combined product offering provides members with additional choice, across a wide range of 
affordability price points, while member impact is minimised through the retention of most options in 
the short-term. The proposed retention of plans and product offering post amalgamation is able to keep 
annual contribution increases to a minimum, and similar to what the increases would have been before 
amalgamation. 

Signed at Bryanston on 9 April 2020 

I I 
···············••/••···• .. 4•~l: ................... . 

for 30NE Consulting Actuaries 

duly authorised and warranting such authority 

Signatute 

Carl Yssel 

Fellow of the Actuarial Society of South Africa 
Certified Enterprise Risk Actuary 
Healthcare Practising Certificate Y: J) 
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A Administrator organogram 
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B Managed Care organogram 
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C Income statements per option 

This appendix provides monthly projected income statements per month for each of the Hosmed and Sizwe benefit options. 

Cl. Plus 

·· . \,« ·····~ , · iiil ~~ · 'fSitr {,-.,. .. ._,, · - -; '.\'.ffiiiiiii)l;,, . .,.- . . . '""' ' . ·: fr.~ . . &: ,;;'.,l! • • ~I, . /~:~.: f?:'~'' . . . . . . • . • • • . • . . . • . . . . ... I I ~ fi'l . I 
! . ' ' ' • . . :·: . • .'· \' .• •, ' ...... ·•· .. • . ~-1"l; .. ' . ,, '4 ... • •• 

Number of 
3,691 3,691 3,691 3,691 3,691 3,691 3,691 3,691 3,691 3,691 3,691 3,691 3,691 3,691 

members 

Gross 
31,679 31,679 31,679 31,679 31,679 31,679 31,679 31,679 31,679 31,679 31,679 31,679 380,147 410,558 

Cont ribut ions 

Savings - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Net 

31,679 31,679 31,679 31,679 31,679 31,679 31,679 31,679 31,679 31,679 31,679 31,679 380,147 410,558 
Contribut ions 

Healthcare 
(28,210) (31,077) (31,640) (30,541) (29,843) (31,365) (32,925) (30,866) (32,777) (33,387) (31,509) {23,695) {367,835) (397,262) 

expendit ure 

Managed care 
and 

{900) (900) {900) {900) (900) {900) (900) (900) {900) {900) (900) {900) {10,796) {11,345) 
Capitation 
fees 

Underwriting 
2,569 (298) (860) 238 936 (585) {2,146) (87) {1,998} (2,608} (730} 7,084 1,516 1,952 

result 

Non-
healthcare {2,151) {2,151) {2,151} {2,151} (2,151) (2,151) (1,871) {1,871) (1,871) (1,871) {1,871) {1,871) {24,133) (21,357) 
expenses 

Operating 
418 (2,449) (3,012} (1,913) (1,215} (2,737) (4,017) (1,958) (3,869) (4,479) (2,601) 5,213 (22,617) (19,405) 

result 

\Pc;.,. 
~--g ~ 
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C2. Titanium Executive 

·:~···•' . . . ·--~ _.., -.·...r- - ...... :Jttri&i'.:t ~:?,-~t f~:-~;fi, ~:. ht:~4: ~ -... ~.....:.-:...U.--z.-.. ·-1•-- ~~~..1,,..1,1l1i ~{JMlf./\ •--'• .>.. • • • • ....., ,I" : r· •...... • 1111~~; .. .. . ,,. . ·.(;_~: .. ~:•. . . .. . . _; _·:. ~~, -, • .> 

Number of 
3,635 3,635 3,635 3,635 3,635 3,635 3,635 3,635 3,635 3,635 3,635 3,635 3,635 3,635 members 

Gross 
30,616 30,616 30,616 30,616 30,616 30,616 30,616 30,616 30,616 30,616 30,616 30,616 367,389 396,780 

Contributions 

Savings - . - - - - - - - - - - - -
Net 

30,616 30,616 30,616 30,616 30,616 30,616 30,616 30,616 30,616 30,616 30,616 30,616 367,389 396,780 
Contributions 

Healthcare 
(3 1,229) (29,061) {31,118) (26,279) (31,862) (32,780) (33,001) (32,408) {29,313) (33,621) {33,198) {27,544) {371,414) (401,127) 

expenditure 

Managed care 
and Capitation {887) (887) (887) (887) (887) (887) (887) {887) {887) (887) {887) (887) {10,649) {11,128) 
fees 

Underwriting 
(1,501} 667 (1,389) 3,450 (2,133) (3,052) (3,273) (2,680) 415 (3,892) (3,469) 2,184 {14,674) {15,475) 

result 

Non-
healthcare (1,710) (1,710) (1,710) (1,710) (1,710) (1,710) (1,538) (1,538) (1,538) {1,538) (1,538) (1,538) {19,486) (19,504) 
e1<penses 

Operating 
(3,211) (1,043) (3,100) 1,740 (3,844) (4,762) (4,811) (4,217) (1,123) (5,430) (5,007) 647 (34,160) (34,979) 

result 

J 
J) 
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C3. Platinum Enhanced 

.. 
Number of 
members 

Gross 
Contribut ions 

Savings 

Net 
Contributions 

Healthcare 
expenditure 

Managed care 
and capitation 
fees 

Underwriting 
result 

Non· 
healthcare 
expenses 

Operating 
result 

-F;\ 
~ ~ 
~- ~ 

;r. :· 

15,823 

86,733 

86,733 

(76,218) 

(3,893) 

6,622 

(7,437) 

(815) 

:~(,. 

15,823 15,823 15,823 15,823 

86,733 86,733 86,733 86,733 

86,733 86,733 86,733 86,733 

(83,386) (84,592) (70,256) (85,677) 

(3,893) (3,893) (3,893) {3,893) 

(546) (1,751) 12,585 (2,836) 

(7,437) (7,437) (7,437) (7,437) 

(7,983) {9,189) 5,147 {10,274) 

·-·~ ~711 -~• . . ' -_ .. --.~~ .---.: August September October November December ~ "Igjf(li~~ 
15,823 15,823 15,823 15,823 15,823 15,823 15,823 15,823 15,823 

86,733 86,733 86,733 86,733 86,733 86,733 86,733 1,040,797 1,124,061 

86,733 86,733 86,733 86,733 86,733 86,733 86,733 1,040,797 1,124,061 

(82,984) (81,205) (82,389) (74,818) (76,656) (73,556) {59,495) (931,233) (1,005,731) 

(3,893) {3,893) (3,893) {3,893) (3,893) (3,893) (3,893) (46,711) (48,813) 

(143) 1,635 452 8,022 6,185 9,284 23,345 62,853 69,516 

(7,437) (6,686) (6,686) {6,686) (6,686) (6,686) (6,686) (84,741) (84,812) 

(7,581) (5,051) (6,235) 1,336 (502) 2,598 16,659 (21,888) (15,296) 
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C4. Value 

' . ,· •-■!~1It1tli:_t~·<~~ 

Numberof 
members 

Gross 
Cont r ibutions 

Savings 

Net 
Contributions 

Healt hcare 
expenditure 

Managed care 
and Capitation 
fees 11 

Underwriting 
result 

Non-
h~althcare 
expenses 

Operating 
result 

~ 
~41 

~.J>¾ 
--<:7 

.... • •::J ~-.-~ 
15,037 

82,858 

. 

82,858 

{68,690) 

(3,183) 

10,985 

(8,599) 

2,386 

' , .... ,., :;;Zli'tlffi f; ,(.~f; i~i" • • . 1a•6'~ --·~ ··.\!-'; I''. -- . -:~ ·, _;o.:. ,,_. 

15,037 15,037 15,037 15,037 

82,858 82,858 82,858 82,858 

. . . . 

82,858 82,858 82,858 82,858 

(75,452) (83,563) (73,147) (80,301) 

(3,183) (3,183) (3,183) (3,183) 

4,222 {3,888) 6,528 (626) 

(8,599) (8,599) (8,599) (8,599) 

(4,376) (12,487) (2,071) (9,225) 

·l6:~1w 
1"'J=-.4:!. • 

IP,H;;_: ·: Stml:S"} • ••• :,1111•1:.. • . . - . . .. . - - . -
15,037 15,037 15,037 15,037 15,037 15,037 15,037 15,037 15,037 

82,858 82,858 82,858 82,858 82,858 82,858 82,858 994,297 1,073,841 

. . . . . . . . . 

82,858 82,858 82,858 82,858 82,858 82,858 82,858 994,297 1,073,841 

(85,052) (85,854) (76,403) (72,405) (73,760) (73,326) (62,107) (910,060) (982,865) 

(3,183) (3,183) (3,183) (3,183) (3,183) (3,183) (3,183) {38,200) (40,120) 

{5,377) (6,180) 3,272 7,270 5,915 6,348 17,567 46,036 50,855 

(8,599) {7,458) (7,458) (7,458) (7,458) (7,458) (7,458) (96,339) (84,872) 

(13,976) (13,637) (4,186) (188) (1,543) {1,110) 10,110 (50,303) (34,017) 
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CS. Gold Ascend 

~ ~ ']~ ~,~--"'~w~-~~, ~Tif''l;"'~-~ ~~y~ f;.ifJu.!'.!!j},:,, !l-.~~'J.~ ly_. ;; August September October 
~, .. ~~>M,, .,.,.. '8'.~~ ~.,.( ~~ 

November December ~~ qr~~;} .~f~.~~1~~ 
Number of 

21,633 21,633 21,633 21,633 21,633 21,633 21,633 21,633 21,633 21,633 21,633 21,633 21,633 21,633 members 

Gross 
90,946 90,946 90,946 90,946 90,946 90,946 90,946 90,946 90,946 90,946 90,946 90,946 1,091,350 l ,178,6S8 

Contributions 

Savings - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Net 
90,946 90,946 90,946 90,946 90,946 90,946 90,946 90,946 90,946 90,946 90,946 90,946 1,091,350 1,178,658 

Contributions 

Healthcare 
{78,845) {80,430) {84,957) {71,536) {83,634) {82,660) (80,871) (78,698) {73,660) (77,265} {73,687) {61,833} {928,077) {1,002,324) 

expenditure 

Managed care 
a nd Capitation {5,351) {5,351} {5,351) (5,351) {S,3Sl) (5,351) (5,351) (5,351) {5,351} {5,351} (5,351) (5,351) (64,217) (67,106) 
fees 

Underwriting 
6,749 5,164 637 14,058 1,960 2,934 4,723 6,897 11,935 8,330 11,908 23,761 99,057 109,229 

result 

Non-
healthcare (10,157) (10,157) (10,157) (10,157) (10,157) {10,157) {9,129} {9,129) (9,129) (9,129) (9,129) (9,129) {115,716) (115,801) 
expenses 

Operating 
{3,407) (4,992) {9,519) 3,902 (8,197) (7,222) (4,406) (2,233) 2,805 (800) 2,778 14,632 (16,660) (6,573) 

result 

~\ 
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C6 . Access 

..,:(?:-:t~ .'-,;~: ·(~ li'Iii!E:difr . • . .. ' ~:~:•\ . J~!Uf·'·' ~i\•~ ·t~ ~ ... ~~= .. i . --"" I ~~) ~~ •;;r• • • ' ~1 . ,#. - . - .. • . . - . - , -t .. . . . .. '. ',, . ' ~ ': ~ "": . .-•. J. ~ .. ,,_ . t. .. ~1-. ' ' ,·.,, r • 

Number of 
666 666 666 666 666 666 666 666 666 666 666 666 666 666 

members 

Gross 
2,491 2,491 2,491 2,491 2,491 2,491 2,491 2,491 2,491 2,491 2,491 2,491 29,891 32,282 

Contribut ions 

Savings (498) (498) (498) (498) (498) (498) (498) (498) (498) (498) (498) (498) (5,978) (6,456) 

Net 
1,993 1,993 1,993 1,993 1,993 1,993 1,993 1,993 1,993 1,993 1,993 1,993 23,913 25,826 

Contributions 

Healt hcare 
{2,795) (945) (1,023) (1,483) (981) {1,638) (1,390) {1,519) {1,475) {1,637) (1,249) (2,162) {18,296) (19,759) 

expenditure 

Managed care 

and Capitation (124) {124) (124) (124) (124) (124) (124) (124) (124) (124) (124) (124) (1,489) {1,561) 
f ees 

Underwriting 
(927) 924 846 386 888 230 479 349 393 232 620 (293) 4,127 4,505 

result 

Non-
healthcare (359) (359) (359) (359) (359) {359) (308) (308) (308) (308) (308) (308) (4,000) (3,471) 
expenses 

Operating 
(1,285) 565 487 27 529 (128) 171 41 85 (76) 312 (601) 128 1,034 

result 

~ 
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C7. Silver Saver 

. . '• ~Jl~~%>~--~'4"''' '';,ail~ ig,_ •• .',~!!Y.15.'1] August September October 
,, . ..,.,.,~-,~·" ~i-~-

November December ~ ~~],<>,...,,;<\ tr ~}.~~~ 
Number of 247 247 247 247 247 247 247 247 247 247 247 247 247 247 
members 

Gross 
772 772 772 772 772 772 772 772 772 772 772 772 9,262 9,162 

Contributions 

Savings (139) (139) (139) (139) (139) (139) (139) (139) (139) {139) {139) (139) (1,667) 

Net 
633 633 633 633 633 633 633 633 633 633 633 633 7,595 9,162 

Contributions 

Healthcare 
(773) (789) (833) (701) (820) (810) (793) (772) (723) (759) (724) (607) (9,105) (8,213) 

expenditure 

Managed care 
and capitation {60) {60) (60) (60) (60) {60) (60) {60) (60) (60) {60) (60) (725) (758) 

fees 

Underwriting 
(201) (216) {261) {129) (247) (238) (221) (200) (151) (186) (151) (35) (2,236) 191 

result 

Non-
healthcare (116) (116) (116) (116) (116) (116) (104) {104) (104) (104) (104) (104) {1,317) {1,297) 
expenses 

Operating 
(317) (332) (376) {244) (363) (354) (325) {304) (255) (290) (255) (139) (3,553) (1,106) 

result 

~ 
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C8. Essential 

;:/{~-~-;·, •·\:1~~{.'~ . , ...... '\., ,._ ·•--·•••'• :~:-s ~'!''.~;:~ '• • "'·• io',. ·-- ~i· , .. .1, · 
',,; 

t r.JI• '.9'..-•.. . . ' - • · · 1~~ - ~ <,J~ • • r" ::·:_·., .. · ;~,~- i: ... ~.,I,~ r.·,x . . . 

Number of 
1,953 1,953 1,953 1,953 1,953 1,953 1,953 7,727 7,727 7,727 7,727 7,727 4,359 7,727 members 

Gross 
5,164 5,164 5,164 5,164 5,164 5,164 5,164 19,474 19,474 19,474 19,474 19,474 133,518 252,388 

Cont ributions 

Savings - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Net 

5,164 5,164 5,164 5,164 5,164 5,164 5,164 19,474 19,474 19,474 19,474 19,474 133,518 252,388 
Contributions 

Healthcare (3,344) (3,259) (3,978) {3,610) (4,811) (5,074) (3,929) (14,582) (15,232) (15,061) (13,098) {10,450) {96,426) (185,550) 
expenditure 

Managed care 
and Capit ation (330) (330) (330) (330) (330) (330) {330) (1,305) {1,305) (1,305) {1,305) (1,305) (8,836) (16,412) 
fees 

Underwriting 
1,490 1,574 856 1,224 23 (240) 905 3,587 2,937 3,108 5,071 7,719 28,255 50,426 

result 

Non-
healthcare (1,012) (1,012) (1,012) (1,012) (1,012) (1,012) (864) (2,909) (2,909) (2,909) (2,909) (2,909) (21,484) (38,021) 
expenses 

Operating 
478 562 (156) 212 (989) {1,252) 41 677 28 199 2,162 4,810 6,771 12,406 

result 

~ 
?\'\ 

:b ~~ 
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C9. Copper Core 

-:;t;r~;~;'.;) '-;-'~-~"':"·· · ~.;· :"'- ··'\: {:-, -":"'~\ ~/~tf~ x:& ,~:. ""~~-..s::t. ~ . . .... .. ,.. 
- • " 1111 • • ... . . .. . . . , . _,.,: ....... r~t• ~,::.- • l"·~ 

""'-:r: ,.. V, 

Number of 
5,774 5,774 5,774 5,774 5,774 5,774 5,774 - - - - - 3,368 -members 

Gross 
15,067 15,067 15,067 15,067 15,067 15,067 15,067 105,470 

Contribut ions - - - - - -

Savings - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Net 

15,067 15,067 15,067 15,067 15,067 15,067 15,067 105,470 
Contributions - - - - - -

Healthcare 
(10,163) (9,031) (9,732) (8,947) (12,115) (9,005) (11,078) (70,071) 

expenditure 
- - - - - -

Managed care 
and capitation (4,918) (4,918) (4,918) (4,918) (4,918) (4,918) (4,918) - - - - . (34,428) . 
fees 

Underwriting 
(14) 1,118 417 1,202 (1,966) 1,143 (929) - - - - - 971 

result -
Non-
healt hcare (2,697) (2,697) (2,697) (2,697) (2,697) (2,697) (2,423) - - - - - (18,606) -
expenses 

Operating 
(2,712) (1,579) (2,280) (1,495) (4,663) (1,554) (3,352) - - - - - (17,635) 

result -

J 
~ ~ 
~ ::£; ~ <.j~ 
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D Benefit comparison 

This appendix provides a benefit comparison of the Hosmed and Sizwe benefit options. The mapped options have been highlighted in the same colour. 

New New 
Generation Generation 

Capitation Capitation 

Traditional I Traditional I Traditional I Traditional I Traditional I 
without without 

(Designated (Designated Plan Type I comprehensive comprehensive limited limited limited 
Threshold Threshold 

Service Service 
{Designated (Designated 

Service Service 
Providers) Providers) 

Providers) Providers) 

200%of 200%of 100%of 100%of 100% of 100%of 100%of 100% of 100% of 
Plan Operation - I Scheme Scheme Scheme Scheme Scheme Scheme Scheme Scheme Scheme 
Hospitalisation negotiated negotiated negotiated negotiated negotiated negotiated negotiated negotiated negotiated 

Tariff tariff Tariff Tariff Tariff Tariff Tariff Tariff Tariff 

Set benefit Set benefit Set benefit Set benefit Set benefit Set benefit Subject to limits Set benefit 

Day-to-day I limits per limits per limits per limits per limits per Medical Savings limits per per category at limits per 
service service service service service Account (MSA) service network service 

category category category category category category providers category 
overall Annual I Unlimited Unlimited Unlimited Unlimited Unlimited Unlimited Unlimited Unlimited Unlimited 

r~f1ti<ij~jn/~:-f":~~t¥f~,M-~~~1_\.~&~~~~iil}~J,{;11f~f1'l1::;:;/,t~2-,:J.',\ ~ • ~-~~t~·• 'fa,,~• :(60~\'t(:,~ •,:a:"•~°7/ii ✓1Jit'2f\l~~_,•• :;;7.~~~'.~~~f':t;~::[\f!.{ 
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Any Private Any Private 

Private Hospital I Any Private I Any private I Any Private 

I 
Hospital, Hospital, Netcare Private Netcare Private 
subject to certain Network Hospital Network Hospital 

Care Hospital hospital Hospital 
Scheme exclusions Network Network 
approval _______!_El_PJ 

~ 
R2 00Ofor 

R4000co- R2 000 for 
RS 592co-

R2 OOOfor R2 OOOfor RlSOO levy if 
Dental payment for 10%co- 10% CO· 

Co-payment Hospitalisation. 
payment for all Dental 

certain 
Dental Dental 

payment for admission is not I payment for 
20% co-

non-PMB spinal Hospitalisation, 
laparoscopic 

Hospitalisation, Hospitalisation, 
non-DSP 

pre-authorised 
non-DSP 

payment if 
surgery RlS00 levy if 

procedures, RS 
RlSOO levy if RlSOO levy if R12,000 for use 

~ 
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authorisation is admission is not 000 co- admission is not admission is not of non-network 
obtained after pre-authorised payment pre-authorised pre-authorised hospital 
the procedure applicable for 
has been done. all non-PMB 

spinal surgery 

100%of 
Limited to R622 

Scheme rate, 
298 pbpa, 

100% of tariff, limited to R287 100% of tariff, 100% ofDSP 
Subject to 

100%of DSP 

Oncology 
R418 632 limit 

Subject to pre-
R348 851 limit 842 pb, subject R159 654 limit Subject t o Tariff, subject 

PMBsand DSP 
Tariff, subject 

pf, subject to 
auth, protocols 

pf, protocols to PMBsand pf, protocols PMBs to PMBs, DSP 
Hospitals 

to PMBs, DSP 
pre-auth and 

and DSP. 
apply DSP apply and protocols and protocols 

protocols 

Limited to PMB Unlimited, Limited to PMB Unlimited, Limited to PMB 
Limited to PMB 

Unlimited, 
100% of 

Organ Transplants conditions at subject to pre- conditions at subject to pre- conditions at 
conditions at 

subject to pre-
PMB condit ions Scheme rate, 

DSP auth and PMB DSP auth and PMBs DSP 
DSP, R211437 

auth and PMBs 
at DSP only subject to PMBs 

pfpa limit and pre-auth 
Limited to PMB 

Unlimited, 
conditions at 

Unlimited, Unlimited, 
DSP, R211437 

Limited to PMB Unlimited, Limited to PMB subject to pre- limited to PMS 
pf limit 

subject to pre-
PMB condit ions 

subject t o pre-
Dialysis conditions at subject to pre- conditions at auth, protocols, conditions at 

(combined with 
auth, protocols, 

at DSP only 
auth, protocols, 

DSP authand PMB DSP PMBsand DSP PMBsand PMBs and 
formulary 

Organ 
formulary formulary 

Transplant 
limit) 

Unlimited, pre-
limited to 3 

Unlimited, pre-
Limited to 2 

Unlimited, pre- Unlimited, pre-
Limited to 2 

Unlimited, pre-
limited to 2 

Maternity - Natural 
authorisation 

days. Home 
authorisation 

days. Home 
authorisation authorisation 

days. Home 
authorisation 

days. Home 
Birth 

required 
delivery: R6 992 

required 
delivery: RS 826 

required required 
delivery: R4 661 

required 
delivery: R4 661 

perevent per event per event per event 

Unlimited, pre-
Limited to 4 

Unlimited, pre-
Limited to 3 

Unlimited, pre- Unlimited, pre-
limited to 3 

Unlimited, pre-
limited to 3 

Elective Caesarean authorisation 
days 

authorisation 
days 

authorisation authorisation 
days 

authorisation 
days 

required required required required required 

To take home 
Limited to 7 Limited 7 days Limited to 7 Limited to 7 Limited to 7 Limited t o 7 Limited to 7 Limited to 7 Limited to 7 

medication 
days supply per supply per days supply per days supply per days supply per days supply per days supply per days supply per days supply per 

event event event event event event event event event 
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3 Day 3 Day 3 Day 3 Day 
withdrawal Subject to 21 withdrawal Subject to 21 withdrawal withdrawal 
treatment. Days pborup treatment. Days pb or up treatment. treatment. 3 Day 

limited to 21 to 15 out- limited to 21 to 15 out- limited to 21 limited to 21 Subject to 21 withdrawal Subject to 21 
days pband 6 patient days pb and 6 patient days p/b and 6 days p/b and 6 Days pb orup treatment. Days pb orup 

Psychiatric I Psychologist contacts Psychologist contacts Psychologist Psychologist to 15 out- limited to 21 to 15 out-
Hospitalisation consultations at pa. PMBs only. consultations at pa. PMBs only. consultations at consultations at patient days pb and 6 patient 

DSP, PMBs Non-PMB: 14 DSP, PMBs Non-PMB: 14 DSP, PMBs DSP, PMBs contacts Psychologist contacts 
only. 4 out of days pf subject only. 4 out of days pf subject only. 4 out of only. 4 out of pa. PMBs only. consultations at pa. PMBs only. 

hospital visits in to a limit of hospital visits in to a limit of hospital visits in hospital visits in DSP, PMBs only 
lieu of R23 074 lieu of R20 511 lieu of lieu of 

sation. hospitalisation. 

·~· 'l'"·""fil'~~,,~~;~J1
:;,~~ ~-•,?·• .. ~·j~ 'tJ'.,_,j .2,41' .,:,,ti J;" ~ ' "f/1<;!''; :I~ ,.'.i\f.)t~~h ( ~! . .,_. ' ~,- ~ ~ ,.. t,;_ 

100%of 100%of 

100% of 
Scheme 

100% of 
Scheme 

100% of 100%of Unlimited, 100%of 
R6117 pbpa, 

Basic Radiology I Scheme rate, I negotiated Scheme Tariff, 
negotiated 

Scheme Tariff, Scheme Tariff, subject to PMBs Scheme Tariff, 
subject to DSP, 

unlimited 
tariff, subject to 

unlimited 
tariff, subject to 

unlimited unlimited and protocols unlimited 
PMBs and 

pre-auth and pre-auth and protocols 
PMB PMB 

limited to 100%of 100% of 
R41479 per Scheme 

Limited to 
Scheme 

Limited to Limited to 
Included in Limited to Included in 

MRl,CT & PET I family, in and negotiated 
R31533 pf, pre-

negotiated 
R20 745 pf, pre- R28 060 pf, pre-

Basic Radiology R7 925 per Basic Radiology 
Scans out of hospital, tariff, subject to 

authorisation 
tariff, subject to 

authorisation authorisation 
benefit, limited family, subject benefit, limited 

pre- pre-auth and pre-auth and to 2 scans pb to DSP to 2 scans pb 
authorisation PMB PMB 

100% of 100% of 

100%of 
Scheme 

100%of 
Scheme 

100% of 100% of Unlimited, I 100% of I Included in 
Pathology I Scheme Tariff, I negotiated Scheme Tariff, 

negotiated 
Scheme Tariff, Scheme Tariff, subject to PMBs Scheme Tariff, Basic Radiology 

tariff, subject to tariff, subject to 
unlimited 

pre-auth and 
unlimited 

pre-auth and 
unlimited unlimited and protocols unlimited benefit 

PMB PMB 

100% of 100% of 
100% of 

Scheme rate, Scheme rate, 
Scheme rate, 

100% of 

~ 
Limited to 

subject to pre- Limited to subject to pre-
Limited to 

100%of 
subject to Limited to 

Scheme rate, 

Internal Prosthesis R62 550, 
auth, protocols R44910 pf, auth, protocols 

R28428, 
Scheme rate at 

PMBs, limited R31186, 
subject to PMBs 

sublimits apply 
and PMBs, DSPs, PMBs and and PMBs, 

sublimits apply 
DSP, sublimits 

t o R30 883 sublimits apply 
limited to 

limited to R68 sublimits apply limited to R47 apply 
pfpa. Sub-limits 

R19 641 pfpa, 

~ 
989 pfpa. Sub- 990 pfpa. Sub-

apply 
sublimits apply 

limits apply limits apely 
--
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Included in Included in 
Internal Internal 

Prosthesis Prosthesis 
benefit. 

Included in 
Included in 

Included in 
benefit. Included in 

Included in Included in 
External I Sublimits apply. Internal Sublimits apply. Internal 
Appliances/Prosthe Appliances: 

Internal 
Prosthesis 

Internal 
Appliances: Prosthesis 

Internal Subject to Internal 

sis M: R2 936, 
Prosthesis 

benefit. 
Prosthesis 

M: Rl 126, benefit. 
Prosthesis auxiliary limit Prosthesis 

M+: R4884, 
benefit 

Sublimits apply. 
benefit 

M+: Rl 810, Sublimits apply. 
benefit benefit 

Hearing Aids: Hearing Aids: 
Rl9 987 pf R8 325 pf every 

100% of 100%of 
Scheme rate, Scheme rate, 100%of 

subject to pre- subject to pre- Scheme rate, 100% of 
Unlimited, no I auth, protocols Unlimited, no auth, protocols Unlimited, no Unlimited, no subject to pre- Scheme rate, 

Hospice I frail care and PMBs, frail care and PMBs, frail care frail care auth, protocols PMB only subject to pre-
benefrt limited to 14 benefit limited to 14 benefit benefit and PMBs. Non- auth, protocols 

days pbpa days pbpa PMBs paid from and PMBs. 
except for except for MSA 

PMBs PMBs 

Included in Included in RS 041 pf, 
Subject to pre-

Included in 
Subject to pre-

Included in 

RlO 083 pf, I Hospice R7 525 pf, Hospice subject to pre-
authorisation, 

Hospice 
authorisation, 

Hospice 
Nursing I subject to pre- benefit. Only in subject to pre- benefit. Only in authorisation, 

DSP's, protocols 
benefit. Only in 

DSP's, protocols 
benefit. Only in 

authorisation lieu of authorisation lieu of DSP's, protocols 
and PMBs 

lieu of 
and PMBs 

lieu of 
and PMBs hospitalisation 

Ambulance 

I 
Unlimited- Unlimited- Unlimited- Unlimited - ER 

Services 24 

Unlimited, Unlimited, 
Unlimited- subject to DSP, Unlimited - subject to DSP, Unlimited - Unlimited- Unlimited, Unlimited- Unlimited, 

27 CDL chronic I 
DSP, pre-auth, DSP, pre-auth, DSP, DSP, subject to DSP, DSP, subject to DSP, 

conditions 
Registration & protocols and Registration & protocols and Registration & Registration & pre-auth, Registration & pre-auth, 

Formulary formulary. 30% Formulary formulary. 30% Formulary Formulary protocols and Formulary protocols and 

~L 
applies co-payment for applies co-payment for applies applies formulary. applies formulary. 

non-formulary non-formulary 

~ri 
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33 condit ions. Limited to Limited to 
M: Rl2177, Rl4683 pbpa 13 conditions. R6 917 pbpa 
Ml: R24386, and R28083 M: R6147, and Rl3 960 
M2: R36448, pfpa, subject to Ml: Rl2 314, pfpa, subject to 

Additional chronic I M3: R48636 pre-auth, M2: R18482, pre-auth, 
I No benefit I No benefit I No benefit I No benefit I No benefit 

conditions M4: R60824, protocols and M3: R24369 protocols and 
MS: R73022 formulary. 30% M4: R30 796, formulary. 30% 

M6+: R85 221 co-payments MS: R30 974 
with max of for non- M6+: R43142 
R12177 pb formulary 
~f,,: );y;,<,,;.•::;._;#(-¾"5;;:·.:;r~··;;r.,;(~~.:, 
~f::;\,\J:t:~~--:~~•(•~ .... l#J.<,<-:~t" ... ~'-:1 7'.;_ ~ 
M: R18019, M : RlO 925, M : R6304, 

Ml : R24355, 
Set benefit 

Ml: RlS 661, 
Set benefit 

Ml: R9 336, 
Subject to Set benefit No overall limit. Set benefit 

Overall Annual I 
M2: R27376, 

limits per 
M2: Rl8019, 

limits per 
M2: R10925, 

available MSA limits per Individual limits limits per M3: R30523, M3: R19 608, M3: R12493, Maximum 
M4: R33 701, 

service 
M4: R21976, 

service 
M4: R14 082, 

for most day to service per service service 

MS: R36857, 
category 

MS: R24355, 
category 

MS: RlS 661, 
day services category category category 

M6+: R39 995 M6+: R26 576 M6+: R17 229 

Any GP, Any GP, Any GP, Any GP, Any GP, Any GP, 
Specific Specific 

Preferred Provider I member Network GP member 
Specialist Specialist Specialist Specialist Specialist Specialist 

nominated GP nominated GP 

Medical Savings I 
18% Savings: P: 20% Savings: P: 

Account 
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A R4512, A: R3 RS 880, A: RS I N/ A I N/A 

312, C: Rl 500 064, C: Rl 140 

Annual Threshold N/A N/A N/A N/ A N/ A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Self-Payment Gap N/A N/A N/A N/A N/ A N/A N/A N/ A N/A 

Above Threshold 
I N/A 

OAL, Visits: 100% of OAL, Visits: 100% of OAL, Visits: M: 
Unlimited at 

Subject to MSA, chosen GP, 

~ c~, M : 12, Ml: 20, Scheme rate, M : 7, Ml: 14, Scheme rate, 6, Ml: 9, M2: 
6 Additional GP formulary and 

I 
Unlimited, 

M2: 25, M3: 29, limited to 16 M2: 16, M3: 18, limited to 10 12, M3: 14, M4: From MSA 
itioners 

M4: 30, MS: 31, visits pbpa and M4: 20, MS: 21, visits pbpa and 15, MS: 16, 
Visits pf once managed care subject to OSP 

M6+:32 2 6 visits pfpa M6+: 22 20 visits pfpa M6+: 17 
MSA depleted rules, 4 Out of 

" 
area visits pb 
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OAL, Visits: OAL, Visits: 
limited visits, 

OAL, Visits: 
M:7, M1: 12, M : 4, M1:8, 

subject to GP 
M: 2, M1: 6, 

limited to 3 

Specialists I M2: 15, M3: 16, 
lnduded in GP 

M2: 9, M3: 10, 
referral, M : 3 

M2: 7, M3:8, From MSA Subject to MSA 
Unlimited, GP visits pfpa, 

M4: 17, MS: 19, 
benefit 

M4: 11, MS: 12, 
visits, M1: 5 

M4: 9, MS: 10, 
referral subject to DSP 

M6+: 20 M6+: 13 
visits, M2+: 7 

M6+: 11 
GP referral 

visits 

OAL & Sublimit: OAL & Sublimit: OAL & Sublimit 
M : RS 126, M : R3 800, 

100% of 
M : R1968, 

Unlimited 
Ml: R9073, limited to Ml: RS 789, 

Reference 
Ml: R3 547, 

Subject to 
Unlimited, 

Prescribed I M2: R10525, R9 025 pbpa M2: R6 841, M2: R3 947, subject to DSP, 
Medication M3: R11977, and R17674 M3: R7 357, 

price, limited to 
M3: R4473, 

From MSA Subject to MSA network 
formulary and 

RS442 pbpa, provider and 
M4: R12 746, pfpa M4: R8420, 

Rll 046 pfpa 
M4: R4599, 

formulary 
protocols 

MS: Rl3419, MS: R8683, MS: R4852, 
M6+: R14082 MG+: R8946 MG+: RS 252 

Included in limited to 
Combined with Prescribed Combined with limited to Combined w ith R1266 pbpa, 

Pharmacy Advised I Prescribed Medication Prescribed R2 021 pfpa Prescribed 
From MSA Subject to MSA R337 limit pfpa 

R3 543 pfpa. 
Medicine Medication benefit, limited Medication and R156 per Medication R9S per script. 

limit t o R3 204 pfpa, limit script limit OTC limited to 
R2261>_e_l'_script 

-- -- - - -
R646 pfpa 

:.-:.::; , --~·•): ,/., 

• '. • / ~., • .._, ,-• 1,,..- _, I 

100%of 
Limited to limited to Scheme rate, Limited to R863 

Basic Radiology I Sub' ect to OAL I ~ 713 pbpa, Subject to OAL 
R2162 pb, 

Subject to OAL From MSA Subject to MSA 
subj ect t o pbpa, subject to 

j subJect to PMBs subject to PMBs PMBs, DSP referral 
and protocols and protocols formulary and and PMBs 

protocols 

limited to 2 

MRl, CT & PET 

1 

Combined with Subject to pre- Combined w ith Subject to pre- Combined with Combined with 
limited to 2 

Combined with scans pbpa, 

Scans 
In-hospital auth, limited to In-hospital auth, limited to In-hospital In-hospital 

scans pbpa 
In-hospital subject to DSP 

benefit 2 scans pbpa benefit 2 scans pbpa benefit benefit benefit referral and 
PMBs 

limited to 
100%of 

limited to 
R2 779 per Included in 

Scheme rate, I limited to R863 
Pathology Subject to OAL 

RS 081 pbpa, 
Subject to OAL beneficiary, Subject to OAL From MSA Radiology 

subject to 
pbpa, subject to 

'Ml 
subject to PMBs 

subject to PMBs benefit 
PMBs, 

DSP and PMBs 
and protocols 

and protocols 
formulary and 

protocols 
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M:R3073, 

100% scheme Subject to OAL, Subject to OAL, 
Ml: R3547, 

100%of 

tariff, 2 Annual Unlimited, 2 Annual Unlimited, 2Annual 100%of 
M2: R3 852, 

Scheme Tariff. 

Conservative 

I 
consultations subject to pre- consultations, subject to pre- consultations, Scheme rate. 

M3: R4168, 
Subject to DSP. 

Dentistry once per 6 auth and once in 6 auth and once in 6 
From MSA 

Subject to DSP 
M4: R4452, 

Quantity 
MS: R4 768 

monthspb, protocols months pb, protocols months pb, and protocols 
M6+: RS 231 

limitations 

sublimits apply sublimits sublimits Dentures: 1 
apply 

every 4 years 

Subject to OAL, 

100% of 
1 crown pfpa in 

100% of 

Scheme rate, 
5 years, 

Scheme rate, 
orthodontics 

limited to 
for 

limited to Acrylic (Plastic) 

R6805 pbpa 
beneficiaries 

R4452 pbpa Dentures Acrylic (Plastic) 

Subject to and R8577 
between 9 and 

and R6 363 limited to 1 pb Dentures 

Specialised 

I 
protocols and pfpa, subject to 

18 (35% co-
pfpa, subject to 

No benefit From MSA 
every 4 years, 

No benefit 
limited to 1 pb 

Dentistry sublimits per pre-auth and 
pay). Subject to 

pre-auth and subject to MSA every 4 years, 

service protocols. 
protocols and 

protocols. and PMBs. Non- subject to 

Acrylic (Plastic) 
sublimits per 

Acrylic (Plastic) PMBs paid from PMBs. 

Dentures Dentures MSA 

limited to 1 pb 
service 

limited to 1 pb 
2 partial metal 

every 4 years 
dentures every 

every 4 years 

5 years 

•• 
Optical limit: 

1 consultation 
100%of DSP 

100% of DSP 100% ofDSP M: Rl 252, 100%of DSP 

pb per24 
rate. limited to 1 consultation 

rate. limited to 
1 consultation 

rate. limited to Ml: R1442, rate. Limited to 

Examination I 
months. 

1 consultation pb per24 
1 consultation 

pb per 24 From MSA 
1 consultation M2: Rl 600, 1 consultation 

Refractive pb every 24 pb every 24 M3+: R2 294 pb every 24 

surgery R19 134 
pb every 24 months 

months, subject 
months 

months, subject every 2 years, 1 months, subject 

pfpa 
months toDSP to DSP consultation pb toDSP 

~ 
per 24 months 

24 months: 
Single vision 

24 months: 
Single vision 

24 months: 
Single vision Single vision 

Lenses R195-Single 
R185, Bifocal R195-Single 

R185, 
R195-Single From MSA 

R185, Subject to R185, 

vision R420, Bifocal/Multifoc Bifocal/Multifoc Optical limit Bifocal/Multifoc 

~ 
vision, or R421-

Multifocal 
vision, or R421-

al vision R420 
vision, or R421-

al vision R420 al vision R420 
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Bifocal, or I vision R745 per Bifocal, or per lens x 24 Bifocal, or per lens x 24 per lens x 24 
R774-Multifocal lens x 24 R774-Multifocal months, subject R421-Multifocal months, subject months, subject 

months to DSP to DSP to DSP 

Limited to I Ooo pal""'"' Limited to R884 
One pair every 

Limited to RSSO 
One pair every Subject to One pair every 

Frames I Rl 116 b eve 2~ ~onths, pbevery 24 
24 months, 

pb every 24 From MSA 
24 months, Optical limit, 24 months, 

P ry hm,ted to limited to R795 limited to R548 Sublimit of limited to R300 
24 months Rl 230 pb months 

pb 
months 

per frame RS20 pb pb 

Limited to Rl I One pair every 
Limited t o Rl 

One pair every 
Limited to 

One pair every One pair every 

Contact Lenses I 884 pb every 24 
24 months, 

663 pb every 24 
24 months, 

Rl 337 pb every From MSA 
24 months, Subject to 24months, 

limited to R2 limited to Rl limited to R950 Optical limit limited to R615 months 
915 l)I, __ . 

months 
8101>.I:>__ 

24months 
pb pb 

' , . ·~. '--~\:·_,._-~;\\\;;'.-f ~:I:~;r:f;:~·_::-: 
100%of 100% of 

Single R3 073, Scheme rate, Single Rl 673 100% of Single Rl 126 Scheme rate. 
R2 810 pf 

Subject to 
Subject to DSP, PMBs and 

Physiotherapy I Family RS 178 limited to Family R2 936 Scheme rate, Family Rl 810 
From MSA PMBs and 

Auxiliary 
protocols, Auxiliary R2 727 pbpa Auxiliary Rl 701 pbpa, Auxiliary 

protocols. Non-
benefit, subject 

limited to 6 benefit and R4370 benefit R2 820 pfpa benefit 
PM Bs paid from 

to PMBs 
sessions pb pfpa 

MSA 
Limited to Limited to 

R4 779 pb and R2 948 pb, 100% of 
R9556 pf, R7 412 pf, Scheme rate, 

Psychiatry I R18 366 pf 
I subject to PMS, 

R9 525 pf 
subject to PMS, 

RS 747 pf From MSA 
Limited to 

I PMBs only I PMBs only pre-auth, pre-auth, PMBsonly. 
protocols and protocols and Non-PMBs paid 

GP or Specialist GP or Specialist from MSA 
referral referral 

Combined with Included in Combined with Included in Combined w ith Included in 
R2 810 pf 
Auxiliary Psychology I Psychiatry Psychiatry Psychiatry Psychiatry Psychiatry From MSA Psychiat ry 

benefit, subject I PMBs only 
benefit limit benefit benefit limit benefit benefit limit benefit 

to PMBs 
Unlimited, Unlimited, Unlimited, Unlimited, Unlimited, 

Unlimited, 
Unlimited, Unlimited, Unlimited, 

\ I HIV/AIDS I 
subject to subject to subject to subject to subject to 

subject to 
subject to subject to subject to 

registration & registration & registration & registration & registration & 
registration 

registration & registration & registration & 
DSP DSP DSP DSP DSP DSP DSP DSP 
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